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I Show Up Safe i im n qp  la  
+A helicopter search led by ~lM MIA  N A N  I N 
me Emerge=y Programme nn5 nn n .m.  ,~"A '~ ./*¢.~NG !,..~'~'~ " .. H.:---- ' and RCMP was undertaken mm~mm~i , ,  m a m a  
Tuesday after police m . I 
7~'~'#~.. . .~ ~.#~r /.] ~' :s .  ~. ,w~,#,+-  ///~" " ' , ,  received a report of three J r  ~ ,  -4  =~r  ~ .. .~..~ ~ ~,  ~.~ 
• ~ k ~  ~. ,~ ~, ,uM.~. . . ,  / / / 'X '  "', - fishermen due home that day 'M 'MIP  I O I ~ I " ~  I I~ I  
• #eP#-.~'~k+w~ Y ~ ~ . ,  " / / /~  I ~  who failnd to arrive on time. " U "  = r - I I i I U r -  
. , ~ . The fishermen, whose l ~"  mm IVmm mm ~I~IV '~ '  ~ ~ ~ I///.~ i\ ~ P~'..e.cr~ T~'A , "K  names were not released, By Nixon R. Baker _ . TWO YEARS Manager, Fred Weber said ~ . r~'Ir~ ## f-.~/J~ ~//~ ~ [[ 2. .@~'  were fishing the Gitnsdoix The t;anadian uroad- Mr. Shechan pointed out the new channel will not 
'= ~ " r '~  (~YA~ ~ f (  '~l~'!~ " ~.~--."~/v~'#o~r T4ACK Riverabout25mileswestof casting Corporation con- thatit takes approximately interferewithcurrentTKor 
Terrace. firmed muny that pmns are two years to put a new Cablecast television in 
- - -  • /I . ~ km The three returned the almost complete to bring a station on the air. This in- Terrace or Kitimat. 
~o+,~....~ I y ~  ~ ~ o ~ r ~ c  ~ next day. The had ap. French language television cludes six months notice to He pointed out, hewever, 
parently been delayed by car station to Terrace. the CRTC, a year of that at the time the original 
problems. Mr. William Sheehan, engineering work and LIP survey was done his ~ J Ik~.(LJ~r~r~/P~I ~ ~ '~ Two hunters had also been assistant o Gordon Craig, planning, and six months of flrmofferedtobrnackasta 
" ~ ' \ \  - ~  reported overdue arlier th s20,  miles • Westernthe stationDiVisi°n beManagerthe actual preparation. French station on the cable week from the Exchamsiks of the CBC, told the Herald This would indicate that free. 
River area about should on the decision to begin French "All they had tedo was get U ~,'~¢Jr~m ~ , ~/~r~o~ West of Terrace, but they air, "some time this fall", broadcasting coincided with us the nmterial, and ~ve 
Well-informed sources the publication of a survey ~¢~+~I~ Aw'~',~ J/ Am~A also returned home safely would have broadcast 24 
after being stranded on top a estimate the cost of the done by Jesette O'Donaghy, hours a day if that was what 
Oourtesy of Aloan Ingot 
lena Campagnolo will officiate at the opening of the by the man who got the project underway, carpenter, 
new one Kilometer fitness trail at Hirseh Creek golf Eric Lasanen of Alcan. A reception will follow the 
course, September 2. The opening will also attended ceremony at 11a.m. 
lena to open fitness trails 
• ,for better living in Kitimat 
..Everything appears to be, caught up and . in trails and sparked volunteer activity and 
readiness for Saturday's officiail opening of the generous contributions of materials over the 
new fitness trail at the Hirsch Creek golf course, past year. The vision of a few is now a reality, 
in Kithnat. and on September 2 will be heralded by an of- 
..ThetraH wtllbeolmlned a,tan official ceremony total "send off" at the Club house. 
attended by re'~presenta, ives from Alean. ..High intensity electric lighting will make 
Euronan, the commSnity of Kitimat, govern- 
possible one of the trails+being used the year 
ment departmental heads and others who con- round for joggers and for cross country skiers. 
tributed in various ways to the success of the The lighted path will be the only one of its kind in 
project. '~ 
..The forest fires in the Kltimat area were the area. 
responsible for delays In completing the project . .A four-kilometre trail branches off the fitness 
and a cable shortage had held uP:the In8taliatlon trail and a four kllometre path connects with a 
of lights along the illuminated!portlon of the rifle range for u8e as a "binthlon" trail. 
trail. Since then, volunteers have hooked upthe  . .The addition of; the fitness, jogging and 
No. 4 T r ip lex  wire especial ly ~i 'dered f rom biathlon trai ls will make  a healthy extens ionto  
Vancouve.rby project eog .~at~'  ~ ' !~ Lasan~eP. the ~reat lbn ,  sper tsand  fitness facilities of  the 
• ,E~ Amounts of hog fuel hav~eed ly  been +, Kitlma+t area  and should add to theat t rac t lon  of. 
brought  in to  adequate ly  surfa'ee"t~e tram, a e0mmunity  noted;for an excessively high rate 
. .A  Canada Works grant  of $75,000 gave sub. of mental  depression and suicidal /~roblems 
stance to the idea for the construction of the among its residents. 
ArOhbJshop in Baffin Island 
for 400 AnnJv. OelebratJons 
'Aug. 30, 1578. 
Bishop Sperry said 
Wednesday the church is 
pleased with progress in the 
North. There now are Inuit 
ministers preaching the 
Inuit version of the Bible. 
"The lnuit have found the 
.Christian approach is far 
superior to what they had 
before, although many of 
• their cultural traditions 
continue," Bishop Sperry 
said. 
But he also acknowledged 
that the lnuit's contact with 
the white man has resulted 
in "the happy hunters of the 
North" facing problems of 
alcoholism, drug abuse, 
juvenile delinquency and 
loss of cultural identity. 
"But we are not a 
legislative body and we don't 
try to toll them what they 
should do. So far, our 
ministers l~ave played a FROBISHBRBAY, ' '  ~the*Angllean Church in 
N.W.T. (CP) --.,The.Ar- Canada, took part •. in :a  
chbishop of Ca'nterbui'y, service'inSt. Jude Cathedral 
Most Rev. Dr. Donald to commemorate he first 
Coggan, says his main in-' Anglican service in North 
terest in coming to the America 400 years ago. 
Camdiun North is to share a Joining Dr. Coggan were 
spiritual experience with Most Rev. Edward~ Scott, 
Eskimos d the Anglican Primate of the Anglican 
faith. ~ Church in Canada, Ar- 
The archbishop, who cbbishop Fred Crab of 
arrived in this Eastern Rupert's Land, Bishop John 
Arctic community 3,000 R. Sperry of the Arcllc, Doan 
kilometres nvrth of Montreal Chemnitz, the Lutheran 
on Tuesday, has so far bishop of Greenland, and 
refrained from commenting Commiss ioner  Stuart  
on the situation faced by the Hndgson of the Northwest 
Canadian fruit. Territories. 
"Although 40 years ago I ' Also present was Capt.. 
lived in Canada, I am not Charles Frobisher, 84, of 
very well up+to..d~te on our Souffham, England, a 
northern •.situation, 'as ' I  descendant of explorer Sir 
arrived only yesterday," Dr. Martin Frobisher.,The first 
Cnggan said Wednesday. Anglican service in North 
Wednesday night, Dr. America was held aboard Sir 
Cnggun, joined by leaders of Martin's ship near here on 
neutral role in this area." 
DELIVER LECTURES 
• Dr. Coggan, who left 
Thursday for a one-day visit 
to Pangnirtung, another 
Anglican Eskimo com- 
munity about 300 kilometres 
north of here, will deliver 
spiritual lectures in Frobi- 
~qountain when night fell. 
Six juveniles were ap- 
prehended by police after 
they had broken into a trailer 
at MacGillis & Gibbs and 
spent he night inside. They 
were discovered by an 
employee at about 7:30 a.m. 
A pop machine at the Shell 
Bulk Plant on Highway 16 
was stolen Wednesday night. 
Police recovered the pop and 
money taken from the 
machine and are still • in- 
vestigating. 
A motorhome was broken 
into at 3307 Monroe Street. A 
television set, binoculars, 8- 
track tape deck and tapes 
worth approximately $1,000 
were stolen. 
Tool boxes were stolen 
from trucks in two separate" 
incidents. 
One, a red two-drawer 
toolboxcontaining assorted 
tools including electrical 
tools, was valued at $500, the 
.other, a red three-drawer 
toolbox containing tools was 
valued at $300. 
Death Ruled 
,Misadventure, 
(CP) -  A knife-wielding I8- 
year-old Terrace, B.C., man 
.~hot to death here by an 
RCMP officer April 15 died 
of misadventure, a coroner's 
jury ruled Wednesday. 
Vernon Darryl Benson 
died as the result of internal 
bleeding caused by a wound 
inflicted by-ibe service 
revolver of Constable R. R. 
Davidsen, the jt~y ruled. 
The four-man, two,woman 
jury attached no blame, and 
ruled the officer had acted 
within his jurisdiction in the 
performance of his duty, but 
said that had 'two officers 
been present, less force 
might have been needed to 
subdue Benson. 
Witnesses testified that 
sher Bay today. Davidson was called to a 
On Saturday, the village of i'esidence where the oc- 
Frobisher Bay will hold a 
concert in honor of the 400th 
anniversary ofthe naming of 
the community. There will 
be lnuit singing and dancing 
as well as 'Elizabethan 
music. 
The 400th anniversary 
celebrations will continue 
until Sunday. Dr. Coggan 
• then goes to British 
Columbia for a one-week 
visit before returning to 
Britain. 
Wouldn't get oil 
' Laorosse players, offioials,wlves, sit in 
The four teams, "But they stayed on the 
representing Quebec, On. plane and said this isn't 
tarlo, New Brunswick and where we're going to get 
Nova Scotia, were bound for 
the Canadian senior B 
lacresse championship here. 
The pilot and air crew ex. 
peered everyone to disem- 
hark when the plane landed 
at Calgary but everyone 
stayed on baord, a team 
official said. 
"I don't know how it got 
fouled up," said Bill McBain, 
Canadian Lacrosee 
VERNON, B.C. (CP) - -  A 
chartered CP Air 737 made 
an unscheduled flight to 
nearby Kelowna from 
i 
o f~, " ,  
Art Rattle, spokesman for 
the Ontario Lacrosse 
Association who was on the 
plane in Calgary, said: "We 
just stayed put and told them 
we weren't going to move. l
think the air crew expected 
Us to get off but we were told 
when we left Toronto that we 
were going to land in 
Calgary Thursday when 127' 
lacrosse players, officials 
and wives refused to get off 
the plane in Calgary. 
cupant, Herbert Mitchell 
Abraham was being • 
threatened by a man.with a
knife. 
When Davidson arrived, 
Abraham was being, chased 
into the street by Beuson. 
"Go ahead and shoot me" 
was Benson's respens to re- 
peated warnings by 
Davidson to drop the knife, 
the inquest was told. 
The jury found that 
Bunsen, five foot-It, 220 
pounds, was "highly in- 
toxicated .and extremely 
agitated at the time of his 
death. 
Bunsen was shot once, in 
the left shoulder, and the 
bullet punctured both lungs. 
The jury deliberated two 
hours, and recommended 
that wherever possible, two 
RCMP officers attend calls 
where violence is 
threatened. 
Irish Sweep J 
Wins P.2 
ii 
service which will carry 
French CBC programming 
via microwave from Van- 
couver will run in the neigh- 
hourhood of $60,000 per 
month, or $200 per French 
speaking family per month. 
Work, atop Copper 
Mountain, on the new 
facilities which will be used 
to receive the' French 
television signal and two FM 
• signals is almost complete. 
One FM station will be in 
English, the other in French. 
This will result in dropping 
the present CBC AM 
broadcasting in Terrace, 
according to Sheehan 
"Work on the system was 
held up somewhat by the 
forest fire situation, and new 
we must hurry before snow 
on the mountain further 
curtails the completion of the 
work," Sheehan said 
• Although e was unwilling 
to quote precise figures, 
Sheehan admitted the 
microwave connection from 
Vancouver will cost, "a lot of 
spumored by the Federation 
of Franco-Columbiens, 
Skeeca Region and paid for 
by a LIP {Local initiatives 
Program) grant. 
In his report Mr. 
O'Donagby claims there are 
328 families whose mother 
tongue is .French living in 
Terrace. No attempt was 
made to determine how 
many of these people are 
totally • bilingual. (The 
Herald will be checking the 
list during the up-coming 
week: results will be 
published). 
However O'Donaghy adds 
in his report, "In view of the 
fact that most of the French 
families resident in the 
Greater Terrace area.are 
from forestry communities 
in Quebec or New Brunswick 
it is felt that a large number 
of these families have either 
returned to their provinces 
of origin temporarily or 
. permanently due to the long 
period, from June 1975 to this 
spring, (1976) in which the 
forestry industry in this 
money", region was at a complete 
Despite the recent 71 standstill," 
million dollar cutback in,the+. St!ice f l le : .pdbl i~kt io~ +of 
CBC ~..~et, S~ehB~ L~aid ' .th.~' re~, .a : !~n~i ra~o"  
m.e~:lmst~een~.~ .~lnmcau0n ~+S~** :~'~r~i tP6P~ i  
Whatsoewr thiit the Terrace Terrace~ + " - • 
French television sfation will When contacted hy. the 
he delayed. Herald, CFTK Station 
Wintario bonus numkro 
The bonus n~m~rs are: 17077781, 18820~9, 173~,  
le279692, 10734239, 143d6038, 1d~6436, 11462367, 10741642, 
12472776, 11066174, 11438465, 18239392, 11255259, 14190620, 
12183192, !193790B, 1551d770, 18593297, 14250632, 17540255, 
10327832, 15020120, 19583902, 17614356, 123151d0, 16919391, 
19398344, 14229981, I0277961, 16561841, 13039621, 19680993, 
I~A~875, 14161941, 12582152, 13019124, 15930523, 12713996, 
14524534, 13014519, 19917576, 1383650d, 10688843, 15162401, 
• 10~93114, Id910530, 10531476, , 17640661, 14871589, 19379142, 
1925814S, . 14353227, .,15716013, 14260394, 15051946~ " I0916540, 
18244919, !d329119, 12971176, 19176163, 15097164, 17594852, 
12210107, I0788214, 12762777, 14041936, 12720629, 12747321, 
15998415, 19372073, 17081961, 1864~451, I'2915371, 19392310, 
17768761, 17573012, 11081722, 16317782, 10384867, 15896426, 
13343404, 15349509, 11464719, 1926,6003, 14172947, 133939~7, 
18598546, 15082674, 12468917, 15332571, 14412119, 14795699, 
13019479, 154B6545, 10957324, I0~6559. 
15779163, 17750208, 12219931, 
they wanted." 
Weber pointed Out that 
some 10 years ago Terrace 
English language 
programming was shown 
three weeks after the rest of 
the country had seen it due to 
lack of facilities. This went 
on for almost five years 
before we got a microwave 
connection Weber pointed 
out: 
Cablecast programming is 
available to almost 95 per- 
cent of Terrace-Kitimat 
residents. 
CFTK has applied for and 
received permission to in- 
crease their power output, 
and will have their antenna 
located on top of Copper 
Mountain along with the new 
CBC facilities. 
Hot wasn, t it 
Now that summer is 
drawing to a close, you may 
look back at June and July 
with a more objective view 
and still think those two  
months were uncommonly 
hot and dry. You are right. 
July; 1978, Was tlie pe¢oud 
records have been co~nplled, 
some 30 years ago. We 
received only 13.6 mm of 
rain during the entire month 
compared with an average 
rainfall of 58.9 mm. Hence 
the water shortage and the 
extremely high fire hazard. 
June was the third war- 
mest and dryest,month ever 
recorded and was'the worst 
from the point of view ~f lack 
of rain fall during the 1970's. 
Figures are not yet available 
for August. 
"It was the type of season 
we haven't experienced in a 
number of years," Herb 
Quast, District Forester told 
the Herald. 
So That's Where It Went! 
MONT, REAL (CP) -- 
Police announced Thursday 
they have arrested two post 
office employees in con- 
nection with a multimillion 
dollar theft, ring that had 
been operating inside the 
post office for the last two 
years. 
Police spokesman Con- 
stable Normand Coulllard 
said the two employees--a 
supervisor and a truck 
driver-informed accom- 
plices of the contents of mail 
trucks and the time and 
place they could be in- 
tercepted. 
He said that sometimes, 
the two employees would let 
themselves be attacked by 
accomplices to whom they 
would lend their uniforms. 
The accomplices would 
then be able to move freely 
in post office buildings and 
take delivery of parcels. 
The two employees would 
then alert police and inform 
them that their uniforms had 
been stolen. 
Couillard said police 
believe the system may have 
been used in other Canadian 
cities and investigations are 
being conducted across the 
count ry .  
..... | . .......... .+:: 
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Horizontal Parking Onl/ 
Association co-ordinator. Kelowna." ' 
Wintario Lottery Winners 
WILBERFORCE, Ont. he winning numbers There was a total of 90,720 
(CP) -- Five tickets worth were 14813 in series seven; prizes for more than $3.4 
$100,000 each were drawn 
Thursday in the Winturio 
lottery, 
31424 in series 77; 43337 in 
series 43; 76230 in series 49; 
and 81934 in series 32. 
million in prize money. 
The next draw will be held 
Sept. 14 in Watford, Ont. 
Odn. S Sitill at alltime low 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The 
Canadian dollar gained 
slightly on New York money 
markets Thursday, but 
failed to break above the 87 
U.S. cent level. 
The currency, which 
reached a 40-year low The dollar has been 
Wednesday at 86.86 cents, flunctuating around the 87 
gained 7.100 of a cent o close cent level for most of this 
at 86.93 cents on the inter- month, in what foreign ex- 
bank wholesale market, change dealers call a con- 
where banks buy and sell tinning general weakness in 
currencies inlarge amounts the cur;'ency. 
Aotin8 Mayor David Pease studies "stab" for 
new addilkn to Terraoe Publio Librarl 
David Pease, acting Mayor of Terrace looks over the 'stats' for the upcoming 
addition to the local Library. Construction is scheduled to start during September 
on the approximately $220,000 addition. There is a catch however, the motion of 
council which granted the contract o Wirtl Construction is contingent on ap- 
proval by ~e Recreation Facilities Assistance Fund, which comes under the 
Ministry of Recreation and Conservation. Official approval of the expected 30 
percent grant hasyet  to be received by city council. A spokesman for the con- 
struction firm said they are ready to proceed immediately the grant is for- 
thcoming. According to the council motion, work must begin by September 15~If 
not a new motion will have to be passed. 
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Terrace district 
New teachers ready 
The following is a list of 
new teachers hired by the 
Terrace school district for 
the teaching year 1978-1979. 
Most of the positions are as a 
result of teaehers leaving the 
board to teach in other 
districts, or to accept 
promotions within the' 
district. 
CALEDONIA 
Mr. Barry Church 
Ms. Robin Petetson 
SKEENA JR, SECONDARY 
Ms. Julie Jessee 
Mr. Ed. Oldfteld 
Ms. Cathy Gallagher 
Mr. G. Costeilo 
Mrs. Petra Romeny 
Mr. Tom Watkinson 
Mr. Martin Stead 
Mrs. Ella George 
T l lORNHILL  JR .  
SECONDARY 
MS Linch Lee 
Ms Patrieia Poole 
HAZELTON SECONDARY 
Mr. Don Gordon 
Ms Margaret Rintuul 
Ms Sue Diamond 
Ms Sharon Bedecki 
Mr. Bob Purney 
Mr. Frank Eheenreiob 
Mr. Norman Wtens 
Mr. Gary Moore 
Ms Jill Johnson' 
STEWART SECONDARY 
Ms Dorothy Smith 
Ms Maria err  
KITWANGA ELEM+SEC. 
Mr. Bryan Reid 
Mr. Terry Laughlin 
Mrs. Susanne Laughlin 
CLARENCE MICHIEL 
ELEMENTARY 
Ms Dawna Baker 
COPPER MOUNTAIN 
ELEMENTARY 
Mr. Richard Davis 
Mrs. Nancy Van Daalen 
E.T.  KENNEY PRIMARY 
Ms Sandy Moskaliuk 
Ms Bey Whyte 
Mr. Gerry Braeh 
Ms Weedy Berg 
JACK COOK 
nil 
KITi K'SHAN PRIMARY 
Ms Miehelie Campbell 
, . ,  ~,~ ~ . .~ , . , .~  , . .  , , 
~ARKSID~ :!" "- ~LEMEN- 
~I~ilY.~:;~;~-~: .~."7:: :..~  ~.;~ ' 
Mr_ROd Naner 
THORNHILL ELEMEN- 
TARY 
Mr. Hans Lorenz 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
Ms Patti Nelson 
Mrs. Joan Cox 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
Ms Pat Stackhouse 
Mrs. Karen Roberts-Knott 
JOHN FIELD ELEMEN- 
TARY 
Mr. Steven Baker 
Mrs. Barbara Purncy 
NEWHAZELTON 
ELEMENTARY 
Mrs. Wilma Gordon 
SOUTHHAZELTON 
ELEMENTARY 
Ms Sylvia Sawyer 
Mrs. Beatrice Bull 
• Mrs. J. Moore 
Mr. Robert Lundine 
Mrs. V. Lundinc 
HAZELTON LIBRARIAN 
Mr. Tom Monaco 
DISTRICT STAFF 
Mr. Herb Fader 
Miss M. Claydon 
Total - 51 
The following is a list of 
teachers who have been re- 
hired to this school district, 
after some absence from the 
beard. 
SKEENA JR. SECONDARY 
Mr. Tom Hamakawa 
Mr. W. Todd • 
TilORNHILL JR. 
SECONDARY 
Mr. Don Radelet 
Mr. Campbell Stewart 
KITWANGA ELEM-FSEC. 
Mr. R. "Dick" Springer 
COPPER MOUNTAIN 
ELEMENTARY 
Mr. Dave Dossor 
Canadians hold 17 Irish weepstakes tickets 
CALEDONIA 
Ms Janet Webster 
THORNHILL ELEMEN- 
TARY 
Mrs. Sharon Peters 
DUBLIN (CP) '--.- 
Canadians hold !7 of the 
tickets drawn Thursday for 
the Irish Sweeps National 
• Stakes horse race Saturday. 
Sue Green, a 60-year-old 
widow from Coquitlam, B.C., 
won the super prize of 250,000 
pounds sterling, about. 
$500,000 Canadian. 
Her ticket number was 
PBRS0554. 
It ~as the 31st super prize 
dra~vn. Canadians have won 
it 14 times. United States 
ticket holders have, wun it 13 
~nies and it ,has gone to 
Britain three times and once 
to" Ireland, 
:~ Therace will be held at the 
Curragh, about 50 kilometres ' PNE423SS, Nadia Hosta, 7440 
from Dublin. ~be Bordway, Montreal. 
There will two first CASHMERE KING-- 
prizes on the race of 50,000 PNR60131, Roxanne Sire- 
pounds ($100,000), two mons, 954 ByngSt., Victoria. 
second prizes ot 20,000 JUNIUS--PNP31167, Kena 
pounds t$40,000), two third Beckie, British Columbia (no 
prizes of 10,000 pounds hometown) 
($20,000) and . several ACCOMPLICE-- 
smaller cash prizes. PAS24277, 
Following is a list of Calm- F.R.Martin, 1002 Dawson, 
dian tickets with the horse's Windsor, Ont. 
name, ticket number and AMERICAN PRINCE-- 
name and address of ticket PAA74607, Bill Dalde, 121 
holder: Broadway, Hamilton. 
BOREEN BEAG-- CHATTAHOOCHEE-- 
PAEI9374, Bill McGarvey, PPH05326, Robert 
302200 47th Ave., S.W., Nethgrout, 204-10730 104th 
Calgary. St., Edmonton. 
LOVING MAO-- GRAY THATCH-- 
t 
Imperial Oil says west will be hard up 
for Nat. Gas by 1985 d 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Natural bubble"--the capability to press the tssue with the 
gas will be in tight supply in produce more gas than 
only six years despite the needed now to meet 
current surplus of the fuel in demands inthe domestic and 
the West, Imperial 0il Ltd. export markets. 
says. Imperial estimates the 
The company, the largest size of the surplus at 400 
oil firm in the country, said billion cdbie feet a year. It 
inabrieffiledThursday with says 3.1 trillion •cubic feet 
the National Energy Board can be produced annually to 
that demand for gas will be meet otal market demands 
running close to supply from of 2.7 tril l ion'l.7 trillion for 
the western provinces by domestic consumers and one 
1985. trillion in exports to the 
It adds that by 1992, the United States. 
current producing areas in INCREASE EXPORTS 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and As a result of the. surplus, 
British Columbia no longer increased exports to the U.S. 
will be able to meet the should be allowed to aid in oil 
country's needs and frontier industry development and to 
supplies will be needed in help the economy in general 
southern markets, by lowering the balance of 
Alberta producers have payments deficit on energy 
been pressing Ottawa to trade, the brief says.. 
allow more experts to the But the company says al- 
United States to elimimte though it feels more exports 
what they describe as "a gas are a good idea; it would not 
federal government. 
Current government 
peliey is to allow exports 
only' on a swap basis-- 
shipping out more Alberta 
gas now in return for gas 
from Alaska when it is avail- 
able in the 1980s. 
The government says its 
first priority is increasing 
the amount of natural gas 
used in Eastern Canada, 
lessening the area's 
dependence on high-cest 
imported oil. 
It has proposed flexible 
pricing, including possible 
cuts for new markets areas, 
as an incentive to encourage 
the switch from oil to gas. 
The gas currently sells at 85 
per cent of the value of oil-- 
$2 a thousand cubic feet 
wholesale in Toronto. 
Imperial says it expects to 
see the natural gas pipeline 
C-anadian Bar Association vote: 
Soft on drugs-Loyal to Queen! 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The the leak had caused the lt was the committee that 
Canadian Bar Association association and its members drafted the compromise 
joined Thursday those embarrassment, from a welter of conflicting- 
demanding an end to LOST MEMBERS proposals. 
criminal penalties for "This leak put the The other key issue before 
possession of marijuana nd association in a most the association was a 
sent into limbo a $200,000 humiliating position, at least resolution, passed over the 
report proposing that the in Ontario," Brendan heated opposition of some, 
Queen be replaced by a O'Brien of Toronto told dele- that the federal government 
Canadian. as.,head of state ...... gates.. He said the remove criminal penalties 
~ Abou~:~00!;!la~yi~i's~tock':..iBSS~ciation has been eon~'.fo~po~eS~ion of ~arijUana~ 
about 30 minuti~ to:ap~0v'e..~.~demned i  .letters to the :~';~However,L: the a~eeistion 
a~resolution~'-~dYttl~tl~T"tS#:" "editor as in:~sponsible and "~ ~h~dged its dupport~':f0r " the 
 pite optimists 
from the West extended as 
far as Quebec City, but adds 
hat any further expansion 
into the Maritimce would be 
uneconomic. 
LITTLE AFFECT 
The company brief, says 
price eheng~s within a range 
of 75 to 100 per cent will have 
little affect on demand for 
gas. 
Market for the fuel has in- 
to 2.4 trillion bs 1985 and tc 
3.2 trillion in the year 2000, 
Gas production from the 
western provinces will reach 
3.4 trillion cubic feet by 1985, 
and then begin to drop off. 
With demand running just 
below supply through the 
1980s, the firm feels that 
natural gas from the western 
Arctic will be needed to 
protect against shortages. It 
creased even in periods feels the earliest possible 
where gas was selling for as date for those supplies to 
much as IS per cent more come on stream is 1967. 
than oil, the brief says. Gas from the eastern 
Imperial expects to see de- Arctic would be available for 
mend for gas grow from the markets in the early 1990s, 
current.l.7 ',rlllion cubic feet the company estimates. 
Aunty Moe 
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Love and Hugs 
pQA23369, Anne Fulton, 1500 
Columbia, Trail, B.C. 
WINDY SUNSET-- 
PPH09SS9, Daphne Nielsen, 
9051 150th St., Edmonton. 
PANENA--PPP51MI, Mr. 
and Mrs. Bert Munter, 
Wainwright, Alta. 
RARE APPEAL-. 
PXC38T22, Mrs. l.Hedngard, 
1950 East 641h Ave., Van- 
couver. 
CORISTA--PPD77598, 
G.R.Blanchette, 11 Vallee, 
Sept lies, Que. 
HIGH OLD TIME-- 
PAM96244, P.Mahoney, 5069 
Linden Dr., Laclner, B.C, 
ITS TERRIFIC-. 
PBH50417, E.J.Carroll, 12&~ 
Field St., Ottawa. 
DELANEIGE-- 
PQMIOS74, . 
Pauline Campbell, 1146 Cecil 
Place, Port Moody, B.C. 
UNK--PDA03625, 
D.A.Haines, 276 Cedar 
Valley Blvd., Oshawa, Ont. 
MILLVILLE--PJE2S004, 
Mrs. Marie King, 241 Eighth 
Ave., New Westminster, 
B.C. 
chain saw choice 
for cottager, camper 
or home owner 
fltl¢l " 
See it to-day! 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse 635-6384 
t t 
report did not represent the some members have quit. move, saying only that it 
--so, oe--a,o  .d s o=dbe .,o--or Ask  your  bu i lder  that it would be sent to  compromise .  Ontar io  grow marijuana plants for 
provincial branches for proposed as the convention personal adult use. It also 
study. No time limits were began Sunday that members backed the non-profit 
set. affirm their allegiance t0 tbe transfer of small amounte about  the  ~ 
A reference to the head.of. Queen. This resolution drew between adults. , 
state controversy was heavy fire from Quebec 
stripped from the resolution, delegates--and many others 
It, said the proposal "has wbo said it raised questions ~ " Super  Insulat ion incorrectly raised the a ut their loyalty to the 
question of loyalty to her Queen-anditwasfoughtbe- 1EI,']IeJIF 
majesty the Queen." hind closed doors in the ~ IM 
Donald Langlois of Quebec resolutions committee, v . 
City said the resolution System t h e  l i f e t i m e  should express neither ap-; 
prova, nor disapproval, ' , .  , "few I.._-OAT t d money s a v e r !  pending branch study, and • • • moved deletion of the 
re ference .  The  reso lu t io r  hea an  
was passed, r~ ~ l l ~ ~  
Thus ended a controversy ~ ,  ~Hj j~LL ,O N 
that began July 25 with the 
leak of the report to a 
Qucenwas in Canada to open 
the Commonwealth Games. 5eat-robblng gaps 
Jacques Viau, outgoing 
essoeation president, said in your ~me s 
WagonDays 
I - 
"Super-lnmlatlea 
uses batts inside lSe 
walls_plus e blue blanket 
on I 
irs a tact. d you're bL,Id,lg or buying a new home the 
Super-hlsulatlon System ~s your best proleclJon against he high 
cost st home heatmg There's nothing comphcaled about d 
S I S simply reta,~s regular ball insulation wslh,1 the walls 
and replaces ordinary low-efficiency sheathing on the outside THIS PLjILOUE IN THE 
with hlgh-efflcmncy STYROFOAM' SM ,nsulahng sheathing 
ResultP A snug blue blanket hat wraps your home .~ permanent. BASEMENT SIGNIFIES 
• . THAT YOUR HOME HAS super.eft,c,ent msulat,on trom top Is bottom, corner Is corner. 
and all points between (mclud=ng the door and wlndtwv frames) BEEN EFFECTIVELY 
So. tt you're m the market for a new home. talk Is your  INSULATED "THE S.I.S. 
budder abol,l the Super-h'isulatuc}n System He'll tell yo[i how WAY" TO SAVE MONEY. 
the small extra cost is more than repaKt by substant,al AND ENERGY! 
savJll(ls and extra comtod all year, every earl ASK YOUR BUILDER. 
I ~ k W  
m 
I, I 
' 5ldeml4 nl II1¢ ~ ('hem al I',mpl.v DOW CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
Albert& MeCaffery, 4805 Highway 16 W., Terrace 
Terrace Co-op, 4617 Greiz Avenue, Terrace 
Terrace Building Supplies, 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
+~/ /  4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VOG 1LS 
438.8171 
Dealer Licence Number 02056A 
~ONn~ Test drivea Honda today. 
I I 
Knights of Oolumbus 
"GIANT BINGO" 
$1,000.00 MAIN PRIZE "!i~i 
Bingo Every First Saturday of Each Month 
$100.00 Door Prize at Each Bingo 
10111 Game $S00.00 if won in $0 numbers  or  less, decreas ing  $100.00 a 
number  to Sl00.oo. 
8:00 p.m. at Veritas Hall -Sept. 2, 197B 
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A pleasant change to see hazard at low 
Fire fighting expense 
All beer and skittles • 
Compmlies dump beer- workers back 
VANCOUVER CP - Labatt's Destiny, the Victoria workers stocks which had" been the Victoria workers delivered to liquor stores 
brewery was preparing to 
dump 2,250 gallons of non- 
union beer in a bid to get 
workers back on the job after 
they had voted to ratify a 
two-year agreement and end 
a three - month shutdown. 
Labbatt's used supervisors 
to brew the new batch to 
replenish stocks which had 
been dumped earlier 
because they had 
deteriorated and failed to 
meet' quality standards 
during the long shutdown. 
The company replenished 
this stock in a bid to heat 
competitors into the market 
but the move backfired when 
the Victoria workers 
rejected buck-to-work terms 
unless the non-union product 
was poured down the sewer 
in the brewery. 
Meanwhile, Hal Moran, 
had rejected the back-to- 
work arrangement until 
management dumped beer 
produced by supervisors. 
STOCKS DUMPED 
Labatt's used supervisors 
to brew the new batch of 
2,200 gallons to revlenish 
dumped earlier because they 
bad deteriorated and failed 
to meet quality standards 
during the long shutdown• 
The company replenished 
this stock in a bid to heat 
competitors into the market 
but the move backfired when 
in international affairs as simplifying the ceremony to compared with only $307,900 restored and we will be going 
emphasize the humility and last year, while the Pr. hack to work momentarily," ed two of anything unlucky.. 
300 billion for energy 
VANCOUVER (CIP) ~ -- new power sources, and the 
Canada will have to spend as complexities facing even the 
muchas$300 billion over the most s t ra ight fo rward  
next dozen years to become development. 
reasonably self.sufficient in 
energy resources, Robert 
Bonner, British Colombia 
Wednesday.Hydr° chairman, said ~!  B 
In an a speech to the an- 
nual conference of the 
Northwest Public Power 
Association, Bonner said 
rejected beck.towork terms 
unless the non.union product 
was poured down the sewer 
in the brewery. 
Meanwhile, Hal Moran, 
wcepres~dent of Molson 
Breweries in B.C., said about 
50,000 dozen cases of beer at 
the Vancouver brewery will 
be dumped because it 
doesn't meet quality stan- 
dards. He said a taste panel 
determined the beer had 
changed because of the 
summer heat in storage. 
As a result, beer will not be 
until about 10 days after 
workers return to their jobs, 
be said• Draft beer, however, 
can be sent out immediately. 
Workers at Labatt's New 
,Westminster voted 51 per 
cent in favor of the new 
contract, Moison employees 
voted 57 per cent to accept 
and Carling O'Keefe 
workers, whose strike 
started the shutdown May 26, 
voted 74 per cent for the 
offer. Percentages were not 
available for Columbia 
Breweries. 
owl in  , 
/!"' vice-president of" Molson's that Canadamighthaveto Oertified ¢oaohes: . . . . .  Br weries in British enter a specialenergy export i!/ creased 300% this year Columbia, said today that dealwiththeUnitedStatesto about 50,000 dozen cases of pay the bill.. 
" , beer at the Vancouver He said that nowhere in 
:: There are some govern- regardless of any restraints, almost triple last year's brewery will be dumped Canada, not even in B.C. ) 
:merit expenditures which Fire fighting custs within the expenditures: $11,696,000 because it doesn't meet with its hugestores ofwater 
simply cannot he curtailed province this year were this year as compared with quality standards. He said a and coal, can energy needs t! ...tO teach new bowlers: individual or teams 
• $3,174,000 last year. taste panel determined the he met for more than 20 [ 
beer bad changed because of years through conventional ~ ...to help old bowlers improve their game Vati _ Much of the increase is' the summer  heat in storage, power sources. "' 
c a n  ro  e ' attributed to uncommonly Asaresult, beer will not be "We must reawaken the 
hot, d ry  weather public to the need, if not peJean Paul -de l ivered  te l iquor  stores ~ Aug 22 Sept. 5 perienced uring the months until about 10 days aftei" necessarily the desirability, i 
ro  says of June and July. Costscould workers return to their jobs. of nuclear power develop- • 
' bave risen even higher had it Draftbeer, however, can be ment," Donner said. 
VATICAN CITY tAP) -- possibility of eontriboting, not been for heavy rainfalls sent out immediately, he "Nuclear power is growing 
Popo John Paul I vowed thankstotbe int - - t ioua l  during the early part of said. rapidly in Ontario, stariing 1 hp,.,&l-11 paine 
today to continue the work of recognition that it enjoys and August, according to local Ray" Wainwright, . in Quebec, soon will be 
his predecessor in the fieldof the represehtation of the forest ranger, Herb quast, president 0fCanadianthe Vicoriaunion eventuallyneeded in thewillMaritimeSbe neededandin ~ (Bowhng al Icy for casual human rights, detente, whole of the Catholic world open 
disarmament and world that it ensures." ThePrinee Rupert, Prince local of the ~ i~ 
peace in his first speech to Attending the audience George areas which include of United Brewery, Flour, B.C."leadin time--as much ~~t~"~i'~ ~ Phoneb°whngit-qR B11-  or lessons.).. 636 the diplomatic corps to the were 51 heads of diplomatic Terrace-Kit imat were Cereal, soft Drink and He said the public also 
Vatican. • missions to the Vatican and among the hardest hit parts Distillery Workers said all must be made aware of the 
Using aforeign language-- their aides, of the province. Ex- remaining problems in the long ~" - ]~ , . , . - _ _ . .  ? r  [ then ,  9405 ~i~ ~ 
French-~-for the first time in The Pope will he penditures for the Prince dispute,,All issueshad been.haveresolved.been as. 15 years-- in providing ~ ~ of r more information ~.  
his five-day 01d pontificate, inaugurated Sunday, and Rupert are~ reached 
he described the Vatican role Vatican sources say he is $5;536,000 this season clarified, geniality has been ]he ancient Greeks consider- 
unique. 
"Our diplomatic missions 
far from being a survival 
from the past, are a witness 
to our deepseated respect for 
lawful temporal power and 
to our lively interests in the 
humane causes that the 
temporal power is intended 
to advance." 
That, the Pope said, "is 
one appreciable form of co- 
operation or mutual aid that 
the Holy See has the 
he said. 
He refused to elaborate on 
the terms of the agreement. 
WkUe workers at all five 
plants accepted the corn, 
panics' latest offer Wed- 
George area reported costs 
of $1,721,000 compared with 
$287,000 last year. 
The Ministry of Forests in 
Victoria reports there are 
still some 60 fires burning 
throughout the province, all 
of which are under control 
Local forester Quast 
reports no new fires in the 
Terrace district and "all is 
quiet". One small fire broke 
out last week but was quickly 
Where Westerners win all-ways 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
:: ~ 'ri M 
,;! 4,:: ;! 
to~ Carpet & Drapery Service 
[ 
- Sheers- Lined Drapes 
• Insulated rapes - Drepe rods 
E 
S 
T 
I Indoor-Outdoor 
M Shags,  Loops,  Twist,  
A ScUlptured 
T we have 
_,¢.~ Scotch Guarded 
s Carpeting 
e. 
~$'Fufdi'shings 
When quality matters. 
Box 70. Sm=thers 
1073MainSl ' Ph 847-4485 
Ready-made drapes in 
all popular sizes. 
Carload Freezer 
Sale 8 co....--. 
12 co. ft. S299. 
16 CU. ft. $319 
19 co. ft. S~5S 
23 cu. ft. S389 
Factory Service 
included 
i .'1 
:REE 
)ELIVERY I1 
N ' 
"ERRACE & 
(ITIMAT ( 
~REA 
• - -  " j  
Suppling Home and Induslq with: 
.Welding Equipment and suPplies. 
,Grinding Wheels and Abrasives 
.Industrial and Hand Tools 
. Power and Air Tools 
.Rainwear and .Gloves 
• Levels 
.Hoists 
.Ground Engaging Blades and Points 
.Rock Drilling Supplies 
• Air Track Hammer Parts 
Ohevron Bulk Plant) Tenaee 
.12a.m., 1p.m.- 6p.m, 63§.49im 
I 
CHARGEX 
VISA 
dedication to religion that he 
wants to characterize his 
reign. 
The Pope has chosen to 
have a thin, circular band of 
white wool, called a pallium, 
placed on his shoulders 
rather than be crowned with 
the beehiveshaped tiara used 
for 15 centuries. And he will 
not be carried to or from the 
ceremony on the traditional 
portable throne. 
THE '~ B,C, ARTHRITIS TEAM . . . .  extinguished,, 
IS TOPS 
HELP KEEP IT THERE 
BE AN 
ARTHRITIS 
FIGHTER 
9' 
]A h t a 
difference a 
a pn'ce makes. 
Seefor at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VOG1L8 
638-8171 Dealer Licence 02066 A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
t -  errau,-  oA ~m-7,. ,..~ .,, : ,. -~  west .,..o.." ~ \ ', o~" , ~/ ere ,,s , ~"  ' , 
| 
T ; i 
4423 Rabay Avenue (Next to 
S|ero Hours: Mm,-Sal, 8a,m, 
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Close to twenty ears ago, I was watching the 
swir~g ~ gusung past the kitchen 
windowin my bones on the Sbere d Hudson Bay, 
at Churchill Manitoba. the d~, team~a tmpp~ 
frie~! ~ mine had just pull~ up and ddiv~red 
my mail from ti~ lecal pest office, and 
sharirg apot d tea with me, across thetable. 
As I opined the string-tied bund~ ~f letO's 
and papers, acopy of l~dea~ was one of the 
first to fall ont, and I wns soon tlnnnbing throw, h
the conte~s. 
The articles of "Canada's National Magazine" 
dcalt, as it ustmlly did, with the problems v~! 
joys of alite so distantly removed from that of its 
northern two thirds that o read it was to read ~ 
lite in anothor ceuntry. 
The treclem, pmnaffcst based, hamh dimale, 
land of Canada's Arctic and subaxt'tic had 
a Me-style vastly different in a in , t  
em'y way, from that c~its Urdted States hugging 
lower third. 
The upper two thirds held no university, no 
technical schools, no library system, no lanai 
air or raft transl~lion, no T.V., no farming - 
hence no cattie andoth~' farm animals. All milk,. 
vegetables, fruit and almost every other com- 
mo~ty-hadto be brougR in fromti~sonth. 
For .the ~ time, I found myself 
~o~dering why, in all the half-mi]h'on square 
miles of I-ludsm and James Bays and Ft~e Basin 
them was not one single a t t~ at ~ 
fishing. That not one of the ships that came to 
take on wheat at the pcri of ChurdfiU was 
Canadian. 'Fnat, in the twenty ears I had lived 
there, I had yet to see a privately owned ship, or 
a passonger shi~ or.., my mird wanda'ed once 
again on the scores of "W~ don't t~js" 
Imowing I would nevor get an ~ .  
That evening I turned torw typewriter and 
dashed off a le~g/hy letter to Macleans, 
suggesting they consider a series of articles on 
h~e Canadian North -the people, the animals, the 
educational system, the transportation system, 
the mysteries ~ the Arctic and sub-Arctic, the 
lack o~ amenities, the high cost ~ everything - 
and the manbotms advantages d the 
lifestyle, with its peaeeluiness, it  slower pace, 
its horU~ to hor~oncarpe~ sk~scape~ and 
its manswered cl~e~es. 
'ltm next day I mailed the crfitcisrm - then 
~,get about it. 
A week or two later, a letter arrived from 
Macleans~l thanking me for my suggesticm.,and 
m~g w~. the s~gestion mat I. add to 
letter, turning it into an article - wire ~ offor m 
pay me ITs00 for my trouble, "on acceptance". 
I was ecstatic. My frisnds were skeptical. One 
who had sprat alite~me in submitting articles to 
Macleans cautioned me against optindsm, 
suggesting that Macleans would "pick my 
brains", then tell me my writing was unac- 
capable then, at a later time, would have one of 
their writes re-write what I had se~t in, and use 
it as their own. 
But. sincc I lind nothing to lose, I wmt ahead, 
and me mght sat down with the twilight pouring 
~mgh the Idtchan window, from reflecting ice 
m Hudsm Bay, dashed off "a bunch of wonts", 
stuffed them in an mvelope and, the next 
mm~g mailed them to the mage~e. 
Roughly amonth ~at  by, without any word. 
Then, a bulky manila ~vel~e arrived with the 
Madean-Hunter address in the upper left hand 
corner. It was my manuscript - not rejected - in 
gellsy pro~s, with a cove~ing ete asl~g me to 
check it ont for re'ors, and wvmising me I ~mld 
receive a cheque for $4C0 "on pub]/caficn". 
My joy wan ~ c~dy by the reduced sum 
- ~o  - but they  had ~ ~00. 
"Take it," n~, wite said, semibly, "You never 
got a nickel for anything you ever wrote, 
• before." But there was the matter of "principle" 
. and the stars in my eyes shone bdghtor, in 
those days, than they do now. 
I marched tothe CN tele~'aph office and smt a 
wire to lVladeans, o ~  along these lines: 
"Manitoba cuts off the upper 20 percent of its 
tourist map of the province and Macleans the top 
20 percent c[ its cheque. But, ff that's the way 
you want it, it's O.K. by me," 
WRhin a couple of hours, a record for a reply 
by Churchill standards, came Madesn's answ~. 
"Sorry about hat, old man. You'll get the SS)O. 
I had already ~ught the mistake. By the way, do 
you know you wrote 12,000 words?" (They had 
asked for 4,000) 
Two months later, the article appeared in
Macleam. The publisher ~ a ti-mmthly 
newspap~ sswit, ltxmed me up and ~fered me 
the job ct editor for the Churchill Post - which I
accepted. A year laler, I fctm~kd my own weeldy 
newspaper.., but that is another story; two 
stories, in fact. 
But, locking back, it is intsresting torecall how 
Maclesm was instmmen~ in my m~y into 
jmmalim, a n d ~  on what, tome, is the 
most exciting Irotessim in the world. 
And now, witbln thelsst week or so, the word is 
out that Madeam - or, rather, Maclean-ltmter, 
has bonght the Sterling chain c~ newspapers and 
print~g pressos, o~ which this newspapor, Is one 
~f the 9 dailies ~ that chain 
It may mean othing to Mac]cram, but it means 
a lot, to me. And, hopefully, it will mean alot to 
cur readers when, as some are predicting, 
Macleam will infuse the needed capital and the 
SOlO/dsticated management that will ensble the 
HERALD to develop into an outstanding dally 
mwsp~p~ meet~ the ~tmtttstic needs of 
Terace and Kitimat - not forgetting, of course, 
cab l~ crcm~g. 
I ° A 
~ Ottawa,-Not that it really.me . t~ha-ve~t 
~eSlX.... ~ ": their British nedtage an(t .~cnuom - 
but the kinfolk "over home" seem a little put out 
' with our cc,A,z:t during the Queen's 
monwe~th Games visit. 
mrs at home, the joint Sena~ 
";~(~ .,,:~:. o , ~ ~ l  an~tsC°nunittce Onmaythe arguePr°posedmerd]dcyC°nstituti°nalot .~t  
"~ i , bearing they have on the status of monarch. 
• ." .~ Sonator Daniel Lang and I~P I)avid Collonette, 
~'  \ J "~. "~;'~ ~ both Toronto Liberals, may protest that Prime 
~. l~mter Trudeau isby-passing both his 
• ' ."-~ and its parllam~tary caucus on the issue ~ the 
° ',":'::~ comtitution and the place of the Queen in 
i Camda. .... • The Canadian Bar Assochtion may take me 
position and various other groups assume L -  
faring attitudes. 
But in Britain, they're . 
It was only some 10 years age that Prince 
Philip told an Ottawa press confmatcc that it 
Canadians were tired of the monardff "for 
we ~ leave." 
The Prince added that he last thing the Quem 
~mld wish in the even then developing situation 
of growing Canadian disaffection for the 
monarehywould be a parting with hard feelings. 
U there should have to be a farewell scv~'fime 
"'Can't wekeep him I've got kind o/attached tohim?" in the futtn~, he said, let it be with nmtual 
friendship or at least respect. 
So now ont con~s The Daffy Express of Lon- 
don, Britain's second largest national 
THIS WEEK !ii. ~~ ) ~ disonssingthe Queen's recent Canadian to~andCar icature I t  by its fam dphil p~, Cummings. • . .j shows Prince and Princess Anne 
: i ' :r~n '... ~:~:, lonldng at some typical "smpshots" ofthe visit. 
Iona 0ampapdo ..... ~ ,  first "pietm'e" inthe royal album shows a
blank square and andex it "Trudeau welcernes 
There has been considerable discussion in Granisle, or other Canadian copper-mining the queen." • The secend "snapshot" s l~ a pair of feet in 
recent weeks on the proposed loan by the Expor~ towns. , sandals, hairy legs in baggy Jeaur~up.,,with the
IX, velopment.C0rporation for the development o caption "Tmdeau, at isst, shows 
a major copper mine in Panama.' ECONOMIC DWERSIFICATION Picture No. 3 shows a ldcket sign reading 
Un[ortuantely, much of this discussion, and It we are to diversify our country's economy, ,, 
much of the criticism of the proposal, is inac- and gain a foothold in new, high-technology "Queen, Go Home, and under it the message 
curate, base on false assumptions and has done industries, it will be through projects uch as the :'Loyal ,Association." Greetings from the Canadian Bar 
more to con[use the issue than to resolve it. Let's Corro Colorado development. Fourth picture in the Cummings " napshot" 
look at the facts. At the same time, however, we must work to • re-establish the strength and vitality of in- cartoon shows anAir Canada jet, taking cff from 
Qdgary, blowing four tires and bursting into 
NO TAXPAYERS MONEY dustries such as mining, which are still all- flame, with the caption "A Right Royal Seudoff 
The Cerro Colorado project, as it is known, is a important to areas of Canada such as our own. I for Philip." 
very large copper mine development i  Panama. have already been discussing with my Cabinet 
When in .,full operation it will produce about colleagues in porffolid~ ~atich as . . . . . .  |i~dustry, Trade milliom, o f~ leStreadersthem beof anyThed°ubtDaft.yas ,l~m'em :, a re : ' i t °  how the 
187,000 metric tom of copper per :year; the and Commerce, Regional Economic Expansion, ., ~tofeelabontthe~le~i ing,  tli~is~a , 
estimated capital cost of the project is, with Energy, Mines and Reseurees~ ' and Finance Page One "splash,' as the English dailies term 
allowances for inflation, $1.4 billion. The mine ways of doing this, and will continue my efforts the day's blg story, reporti~g how the royal visit 
could not be put into operation earlier than late in this regard, was one insult after another. 
1984, and it is much more likely to not be Possible routes of assistance include loan It's been a long time since the Brits worked up 
producing until 1985 :or 1986. guarantees for resource projects with proven such a head of steam. 
The export Development Corporation (E.D.C. potential; expansion of mineral-related And to really blow the lid off the beiling kettle, 
is a Crown Corporation established by the secondary industries (e.g.- smelters); revision, The Exwess does another f ont page "splash" 
federal government to create jobs for Canadians in oonjunction with the provinces, of the complex 
through its encouragement of conadian exports, federal-provincial taxation structure of the with diagrams and pictures of "Philip Air Safety 
This encouragement of en takes the form of mining industry. (With respect o taxation, it Storm." , It concerns Air Canada's twice-aborted 
financing for overseas industrial projects un- was, of course, the poorly-considered taxation Calgary takeoff with the Prince and 371 other 
dertaken by Canadian industry, policies of the former N.D.P. government i  B.C. 
• E.D.C. financing isnot.a grant or a gift. It is a which compounded many of the problems of our passengers. 
commercial loan, made in competition with copper industry.) . Expressman David ~/dllor was one of the 371 
other, similar agencies operating in_ other Inaddition, it should be made clear that abesrd, and got The Exwess all excited with his 
countries, but at internationalcommercial ates, western Canada lso stands to benefit from the t~port that "Twice the Prince escaped nsar- 
The E.D.C. dces not use the taxpayer's money. It proposed E.D.C. loan to Cerro Colorado. cSsastor in the Air Canada jumbo jet." Tne Express charges Air Canada with 
raises its funds on world money markets and, in Because of the major role played by. mining in 
fact, because it is very selective in its loans, has the B.C. econemy, most of the technical skills, carelessness in taking off the sec~d time too 
actually made a profit each year since its in- some of the manufacturing skills and a lot of the soon after the first. The brakes, tires and un- 
ccptinn, transportation expertise which will be required dercarriage w re still ovedmated from the first 
• aborted attempt with the blowout and fire 
The E.D.C. has never had a loan defaulted, are available right in our province. B.C., as well resulting. 
, as Ontario, will benefit if the E.D.C. loan goes British public is left with the vague 
JOBS FOR CANADA ahead, suggestion that it was just another in a series of 
All evidence clearly indicates that the Cerro disasters, contrived or accidental, spoiling the 
Colorado project will go ahead. If it does not FACTS ARE CLEAR 
receive E.D.C. financing, other sources are The facts of the matter - when one bothers to royal visit. 
readily'available" This is became c°pper l °°kat  them-  are quite clear' The Cerr° __~~ d [ i~ h 
markets - which have been depresses - are now Colorado project has identified issues which TERRACE/K IT IMAT 
improving, and by the mid-19Ws there will be must be.looked into, and initiatives for our own 
sufficient demand beth for new projects uch as area which must be followed up. And this is what a .raid 
Cerro Colorado and for existing and new I am doing, in order to help achieve our goal of 
Canadian copper mines, stabilizing and diversifying the economy of our 
It the E.D.C. is successful in its negotiations area. But one thing I have learned- even before General Office- ~35.~357 Published by 
With Panamanian authorities, its involvement in my election as your Member of Parliament - is Circulation. 635-6357 Sterling Publishers 
this project will mean 55,000 man-years of am- that accurate information and documented PUBLISHER - Laurie Mallett 
ployment in Canada, mostly in manufacturing evidence are most helpful in winning arguments EDITOR. Ernle Senior 
REPORTER - Donna Vallleres and high-technology employment. And the than simplistic slogans and shrill rhetoric. 
demand for copper will be sufficinntly great that It may not be as entertaining - but its usually REPORTER . CIRCULATION Pat Zellnskl 632-2747 
the project will not take jobs away fi'om Stewart, more effective. CIRCULATION Joyce Fish 635-6357 
K IT IMAT OF F I CE • 632-2747 
[ Thinksma. II by J imSmith  ........ [ Terrace, B.C. A member of Varified Circulation. Authorhed as second class mail. Reglstratlon umber. 
1201. Postage paid In cash, return postage guaranteed. 
Greatness is just a state NOTE OF COPYRIGHT of mind. The  U l t imate  S ta te  o f  M ind  happened outin Edmonton, demonstrating that Canada 
What, after all, distin- The United States progressed inevitable. We've never deve- can, indeed, be great. At the The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright In 
guishes the outstanding poll- from a few muddy villages loped a Canadian culture be- Commonwealth Games, Ca- .any advertisement produced and.or any pdltorlalor 
ticbn from the merely good? to globaldominationalm0st cause itwmeasiertoimport nada-thefonner98-pound- photographic content published In the Herald. 
Normally, dedication and entirely because its people whatever the America,s weakling of nations-clean- Reproduction Is not permitted without the written 
effort, possessed that ambition to were passing around. We've ed up in the medals depart- permission of the Publisher. ' ' 
Or, what separates the be great. And it began to de- never developed our own re- ment. Granted, some of the 
wonders of the wodd from dine when the people started sources became the AmeH- truly heavyweight athletic . ,~ 
the passing tourist attrac- to have doubts about their cans, Gennms, Japane~eand nations-notablytheU.S,A, ond.nte. Afterwards, it was in ~wimmin~ will encourNge 
tJons? Not much other than national abilities. Greece. a lot of other 8rest peoples and Russia - weren't on s different stow and the more Cmadbm to try the 
an extra dose of architec. Rome. The BHtish Empire. made it too easy for us to hand, but it was a mighty, swimmers loved their court- sport. On the other hand, 
tural Input. Pick an exceptional nation accept heirflms.Oursports mtlsfying display just the try. Just as important, the however, we aresorely leek. 
And what makes the dif- and you'll always find an ex- teams are dominated by ira- same. country loved the swimmers, inB in examples of govern. 
ference between the world's ceptiond state of mind. ported athletes ("Our ira- Don Talbot, the national Are athletics all that far mental or business excel. 
greatest athlete and all the Canada has always pos- ports aan beat your imports" men's wim coach this year, removed from government hnce. 
rot? A hack of a lot more ~e,ed two ofthethmeinBre- is the battle cry of Canada'~ explained recently that the and public policy or from What this country nee& 
determination, dients for greatness- resour, professional sports) and our team polled the swimmers on economic excellence? In one most of all is the belief that 
It's the same thing - be- ces and talent - but we've univenities seek out forei~, the subject of nationalism same,they all functionin the economic greatness i pomi. 
fief that the nation can be lacked the essential third - educated professors. And so before and after the Games. same manner - outstanding ' hie. Edmoxtton should have 
great - that produces the the expectation that great- it goes. Before the Games, Canada government will beget better shown us the way to the top 
truly impressive civilizations, ness is ,ot only possible but .But something wonderful was regarded as rather sac- politiclansjust asgold medals in more than just athletics. 
I. 
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/ Hockey school ends today 
.... "~"~ ...... - ' :  '~/~i',~ ~ _ ~ ..... 
Almost a great save by this young goaltender. This is 
just a small part of what's been happening at the 
summer  hockey school at the arena the past two 
weeks. The school began August 21, and ends today, 
and is sponsored by the Terrace and Distxiet Minor. 
Hockey, ~.ssociation. The kids were divided into three 
age groups, 7-9 years, 10-12 years, and 12-14 yea .rs. The 
inslructors have been Bob Peacock, Gord Coonrane, 
Randy Henderson, Les Thorstinson, Harold Cox, Cliff 
Sharpies, and Lynn Kraling. 
Quebec wins national title 
SYDNEY, N.S. (cP) --  
James Duff o/Montreal and 
Eric Kaufmanis of Aylmer 
carded two.under-par 70s 
Thursday, powering Quebec 
to the provincial team title in 
the Canadian junior golf 
championship at the Lingan 
County Club. 
Jean-Louis Lamarre 
rounded out Quebec's 473 
total with a 73 to give the 
team a 15-stroke cushion 
over the scrappy New 
Brunswick contingent. 
A poor showing by first- 
round leader Matthew Shaw 
of West Paradise, N.S., left 
Duff in first place in the hunt 
for the junior title with a 
total of 144. It will be decided 
following .rounds today and 
Saturday. 
Kaufman is ' s  strong 
performance put him in sole 
possession ofsecond place at 
146, one stroke ahead of four 
others including Shaw, 
Playday Saturday 
The Kermode 4-Wheelers will be having a 
"Playday" Saturday, September 2 at Copper Flats 
just ./dx ~?miles ,east of, Terrace on Highway. 16. 
Registtal~od begins at 8:00 A.M., and will. Continue 
until 11, where the vehicles will be impected, and 
dassified. There will be many novelty events such as 
a sand drag, relay races, and teeder-todder, as well as 
a hill' climb another half mile down the road. Many 
vehleles will be entered from as far away as OV- 
Vancouver, and there will be some sharp looking 
machines. Spectators are welcome, and there is no 
admission charge, and a concession stand will be in 
operation. It promises to be a lot of fun, so why not 
drop out and watch the action? 
Lamarre, Stewart RanR of 
Port Carling, Ont., Dan 
Maue of Kitohener, Ont., and 
Derek Thornley of Van- 
couver. 
Defending champion 
Ontario finished third in the 
team compeitition with a 
two-day total of 455 with 
Nova Scotia fourth at 466. 
British Columbia was fifth 
at 469 followed by Manitoba 
at 4?3, Saskatchewan at474, 
Alberta at 4?8, Prince Ed. 
ward Island at 486 and 
Newfoundland at 487. 
Duff rebunded off an 
opening day round of 74, 
mainly by "getting back to 
the basics." 
"Yesterday I was putting 
too fast and that hurt by 
concentration on the 
games," the 18-yearold said. 
"Today I told myself to take 
my time and it worked out 
fine." 
At one point, Duff was in a 
position to challenge the 
course recorder 67. 
Standing on the 17th tee at 
four under par 6S, Duff 
knocked his drive on the 
short part-three hole right 
over the green and ended up 
taking a double bogey five. 
- -  
PLACED ON WAIVERS 
TORONTO CP - Toronto 
Argonauts announced 
Thursday that offensive 
lineman Gene Clark, a three- 
year veteran with the 
Canadian Football League 
team, had been placed on 
waivers. Cia~k, 26, joined the 
Argos after graduating from 
the UCLA. Offensive 
. I 
York Giants, joined me 
Argos on a five-day trial 
Wednesday. 
SPORTS 
. -  1" .  
One of Canada's largest retail organizations 
IS COMING AND 
NEEDS STAFF! 
K mart Dept. stores, will be opening a new store in this 
area. In accordance with our policy to employ Ioc~ 
residents, we invite applications for the many availabl"e 
vacancies.., we urge you to hurry! 
• Camera 
• Mens & Boys Wear 
• Hardware 
• Housewares 
• Ladies Wear 
• Children & Infants Wear 
• Stockroom 
• Security 
staff for the following departments 
• Sporting & Camping 
• Jewellery .& Giftware 
• Furniture 
• Appliances 
• Health & Beauty Aids 
• Cafeteria 
• Office Staff 
• Maintenance 
We also require: 
• Head Receiver 
• Personnel Supervisor 
• Cafeteria Supervisor 
• Security Supervisor 
• Automotive Manager 
• Automotive Assistant Manager 
• Mechanic 
• Mechanic'sApprentice 
• Service Person 
APPLY IN PERSON WITH BRIEF WRITTEN RESUME 
OF WORK HISTORY BEFORE Sept 8, 1918 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
..,: ... . A~q~ 1, AT.'IS':II~I,1F. AV~EN.TTI I~, .~; ,~ :-~.' ,,"" ~'"! ~:.~', ~:~:.,.~.:.~r...:,~ 
" TERRACE ........ " . . . . .  ." ......... * ......... 'i' " 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE i l  I 
lineman Bill Ellenbogan, a (Reduces the frictional wear-and-tsar that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
Fishing recent cu't of the NFL New HEW T M T HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGINE 
repor t  • • • 
By Don Pearson - Custom WiTH A 50,000 MILE PROTECTIVE Du Pont 
.,o.. Teflon* COATINGI Du Pont's fluorcarbon resins, 
Where Westerners win all-ways 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
i,':, T~I 
. ',:,; V~r 
NOTIOE 
Low Tide 3.2 ft. at 7:35 a.m. 
High Tide 13.8 ft. at 1:45 p.m. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
yesterday picked up, with 
some nice size Spring 
salmon coming in from the 
far end of Sue, The Coho still 
seem to be hard to find, but 
with the long weekend 
coming, more than likely 
some of the boaters will get 
into them. Some of the nicest 
catches of crab this summer 
have come in over the last 
few days, with most being 
eight to nine inches across. 
'['here are some Coho in the 
GillotTes River for the jet 
boaters, as rids is a long walk 
for most of the fishermen. 
In observanoe of Labour Day, Monday, 
September 4, 1978, the following ohanp 
in refuse pickup is introduoed: 
Garbage nomally oolleoted on 
Monday wil be pioked up on Tuesday, 
September 6, 1978. 
The Sanitary Landfill is open from 
liM)O a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at all times to 
vebioles of less than one ton. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a supercu centra 0d hquud for. 
mulat0on mcorporahng Du Pont TEFLON" 
the same chem=cal compound tt~at went to 
the Moon in the lunar VEhicle engines When 
TMT *s added to an engine crankcase th~s 
key =ngrednent nstantly goes to work agmnst 
the No One Cause of poor gas mdeaqe 
slugg.sh performance• htqh o0erahng tern- 
peratures, and mechamcal breakdown fr,C 
fronal drag 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
right now you me morP unterested un what TMT 
does than how d does ~t So hi~rP ~t 15. in a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST* Theru S i'~othlng comphcatecl 
about using TM T a 12.yPar-old k,d could do 
It in less than 60 sot ends and not twen get 
his hands dirty' 
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ It s an eng,rre treat- 
ment. not an od treatment Just one single 
application is all ot takes to permar~entlv pro- 
tect your engine, for as long asyou own your 
ca# 
TMT IS SAFE' We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this wuth a $t.000.000 
Product Llabdtty Pohcy rssued by a natuon[ally 
famous insurance company °
TMT IS EFFECTIVE ° Effect0ve for any car, 
truck, or other Debacle whether fl'sth~s 
year's model or one that's t5 years old ~ Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines hghtens 
up" and reluvenetes old ones* 
TMT IS GUARANTEED" Every TMT Treat- 
ment so d carrzes wdh it the strongest, most 
aron-clad Guarantee we could think of .. 
• GUARANTEED Better gas mileage 
more redes lrom every tankful or 
money back in full' 
• GUARANTEED Leased burmng long- 
er permds before 'topping off or 
money back in fulP 
l GUARANTEED Smoothereng0ne perfor- 
mance lesssta ngandrough ,dhng 
or money each in full' 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and higher c0mpresslon more sup and* 
acceleration or molter back rn toll t ' 
• GUARANTEED Longer engine hfe r . . . .  
fewer repa0r bdls (espec~allv for cost ly  
rrng and p,ston lobs) or money back ~d~ . 
full r 
• GUARANTEED All these ,mportant ' . . . : :  
money-Saving benefits no matter ho~ I
ong you own your vehicle or money 
ark rn lull r 
J 
In v0ew of the many possible sav0ngs and 
bellef0ts cded above, what do you suppose 
any veh0cle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.time, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $5000"/$100 C10'~ MORE ? 
Well, hsten to IhJs The estabhshed relarl 
prlce of TMT *s only $14 950 That's rLqhf, only 
$i4 95--a tony 0nvestment that cot.d possrbly 
pay dself back dozens o r braes over ,n sav- 
0ngs on gas. o0l, and repair bills Farrtastrc 
FACT The co l t  of owning and operating any  vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
name It--has gone straight through the cal l lngl  The coat of  gasoline and oil? UPI 
The paymenls demanded by skilled (and not-so-skil led) mechanics? UP! TII~ 
prlcetags on new car l  and trucks? UPS It's positively s ickening--and II's going to gel 
worse before it gets any boiler! 
EO ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M,T. TEFLON TREATMENr. 
"The active Chemica ne'redient in "TMT."  has "And once "T.M,T." has been added to an ell. 
a spec al affinity for metal which causes it to pine-positive results can be seen throush the 
"pate" and adhere to all*exposed friction suP. exper enced and trained eyes of even the molt 
faces Polymers attract mote polymers to a micro sk ed of merhanies. They w I notice a decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase n compression readings- which, Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for cotes that piston and rin~ seal have Improved, 
the numerous user.reports of reduced "blow.by", An ncrease in Idle r.p.m, s will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after a row 
consumption! hundred miles of "T,M,T," "plating", 
"And in order to effect a permanent reatment, ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "T,M.T," easy to use 
you simply add "T,M.T.'~ to the crank ease oil ( t should take 30-seconds et the most for adding 
through the oil filler hole (so. easy- mar even a permanent treatment -but  its results can be 
a child con do It)-preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of lay  
has reached normal operatins temperature. The mechan c! The benefits that can be el Petted w!th 
engine should then be run fo re  'minimum of "TM.T." in the onl ine-are as rollowa," I l l . '  
thirty m notes, in order fo mode sure that all creased Gas M leage .Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces Oil Consumption- Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required for the seepage passenger car or Reduced Emissions- Lower OPeretta| Tempera. 
smali truck engine, turos - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
\ 
New that you've heard from the espert,., listen to the raves of ordinary ddvere. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE NAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS,., 
(Once you've put T.M.T. in your vehicle, you'll be filling Inthe figures yourself), 
Motorcycle Racer 
sets more powerl 
"As an engineering student end 
racer, I WaS interested in ,hat 
T.M.T would do let a tenth mile 
speed test. 
A series el runs from a standinR 
start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix In my 125 c.c kawasaki Me- 
fortress racing motorcyce. 
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
and .nrreased power." 
K,B. - Ricer 
"Bad Oeal" becomes 
"Good Ceal" with "T.M,T," 
"I've tried I~as ~avers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
feiend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of trurks and I'm sure 
you guessed It was T.M.T. 
My mdeage has gone from XX to 
an unbelievaoly astounding XX. My 
father, who is a car mechanic 
told me It's Impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have plovon the old 
saying that even lathers can be 
wrong. Of course he probebly 
wo,'t admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm diving Elm 
as a present." --R.W. 
Auto Mechanic 
recommends "T M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic end I 
drivo a '67 Caddy and it was el. 
leg a ot of sas In the city and 
on the highways, i was dottle| 14 
m es to the gallon, but now. slncll 
I've been uslnR"T.M.T" I pick up 
XX gallons in the city-and XX sat. 
Ions on the highway, so l know 
you peDDle have a good product 
and I will recommend it," 
Mr. C.T.B. 
F ILL  OUT A " ~ D  MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAYS q 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). J 
Enclosed is r'] cheque or [ ]  money order 
[-] one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name:_. 
Address: = o 
City:  __ PreY.: , P.C. - -  
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
iv," . ~  
i 
i, 
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LEGEND 
FIELD 
1 - Riverside Park 
~ - Rotary Park Agar Park 
4 -Pohle's Park 
S - E.T. Kenney School 
6 Skesnaview Park 
7 - Caledonia School 
' Here's the schedule of games for the upcoming Scrub League Soft.ball tour- 
nament. Additional copies of the schedule can be picked up zrom ~en urange or 
at the Terrace Herald office. Watch this space for further information and results 
as the tourney progresses. 
Tuesdays - september 5th 
Legion Mixed 
Houlden's Hero's 
The Truckers 
Legion Mens 
Skeenaview Lodge 
Post Office 
Safeway 
I.O.F. (Foresters) 
Wednesday. September 6th 
Auto MArine 
Elker Auto 
Totem Ford 
Pohle "A" 
B.C. Forest Service 
C.F.T.K. Blues 
Blue Boys 
Terrace Hotel 
Thursday - September ~th 
Skeena Auto Metal 
Terrace Co-up 
Charlies Brown SCx 
The Wreckers 
• vs Credit Union 
vs Daily Herald 
vs Royal Bank 
vs Bank of Commerce 
vs Bank of Montreal 
vs Finning Tractor 
vs Twin River Mixed ~ 
vs McEwan G.M. 
vs Pole No Stars 
vs C.P. Air 
vs Overwaitea 
vs Heavy Duty Operators 
vs Hillbillies 
vs Twin River Mens 
vs R.C.M.P. 
vs Alliance Church 
vs Winner Game No. lz 
vs Winner Game No. 2 ,: 
vs Winner Game No. 3 
vs Winner Game No. 4 ~, 
1,+ . , .  
+ 
i P) 
+. 
GF 
1 1 
2 2 
3 1 4 , 
55~ 
66  
77 
88 
91  
109- 
11. 3 
138  
145  
.157 
166 
,1~ ~ 
~ 184 
19 
2O 5 
(clesest to REM Theatre) LoserGameNo.5 vsLoserGameNo.6 25 3 
• 8 - Skeena Junior School Loser Game No. 9 vs Loser Game No. 10 26 6 
Umps ordered back Acomiing to our 
PHILADELPHIA (AP , -  Joseph MeGlynn ordered customers it's the 
A federal judge indefinitely both :sides, Thursday to 
extended a temporary submit briefs by Sept. lS. He best deal in town restraining order Thursday had granted thetemporary • 
against the Major League restraining order the same 
Umpires Association, day the umpires walked out, 
preventing baseball's men in but not in time to prevent the 
blue from ,walking out while work stoppage. 
their lawyers continue to College and retired profes- 
deal with the legal rhubarb, sional umpires filled in at the 
The dispute, which has 13 affected games and the 
been brewing since spring, regulars were back at work 
was highlighted by a one-day Saturday. 
strike Aug. 25. ' The The umpires contend the 
disgruntled umpires walked current five-year contract ][..][na1~a~ td1~all3 
out after the American and between the assoeiatico and Test drivea at  A ,UK#I IBMMMI,  
Notional leagues refused to the two leagues is not bin- ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
uagotiate 21new demands in .ding because it contains: ~ • I 4912 Hwy. 16 
an eight.page t legram sent inaccuracies and does not ~ ~ I Terrace, B.C. VOG ILO 
Aug. 16 to both league of- cover all the mandatory 
rites. ~ A 638-8171 District Court Judge subjects of collective ba~alaing. X-XO~TD Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
• L ................................................ 
... . . . . . .  ...-. ~:... ; ;..... ,... ~.........." " '.'.'.'. "". ~ :.:. :. :. :.:-:. :.: .: .: .:' :' :':' :::: :::: :::.:::.:.:::.:' " ::" :: :' :' :" :" :: ':: :: :::: ::~:i: !:i:!:!:!:!:~:~:!: !:!:!:!:!: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::: :::::::::: 
.~...`..!~i~i!i~.!!~!!~i;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:~:~:~:~:!:..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:~:~:.:.:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:.:~:~:~:~.~.~.~ ... . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  
ATTEND smE0 
" THE HEAflT 
QHURCH re,s, 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635-2312 
UPUHDS"  OF  Sunday Masses 
BAPTIST ZION - - -  ,:,+ am !10:15 a.m.~+ ~. 
OHUROH BAPTIST . . . . . . .  ,,:~o a=, 
Pastor Bob Lesyk, 635-4320 IUUK ,:+o pm 
Corner of Halliwol, CHUROH "ENN 
' + " * - '  C,OtCE 9:45 am Bible T(~aching Sunday School 0N ITE  I1:00 a.m Morning Worship Car. Sparks & Kei~ 
~ervlce Pastor Paul Mohninger T H I S  P: 30 p.m. Singing and Bible Office 635.2407 
~Y.  8:OO Home Bible Home 63$.$309 , BRETHREN 
;unday School 9:45 a.m + CHURCH ~u~,es 
You are Welcome at :Morning Worship 11:0C SUNDAY 
Uplands" a.m. 
3406 Eby Street 635'3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman l 
""""""ununun HRIST  10:00 a.m. Sunday School KNOX 
UNITED OF , ' 11:00 a.m. Fami'ly Worship 
60D LUTHERAN Service 
,H I  URCH ~ SChOOl u.m. d~U"  I Sunday~~i~i i i~  l
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. OHUR H 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 636.1561 C0r. Sparks St, 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White & Park Ave. J ca ,  ms ,  an,=n o j 
Dave MartyR Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. Roll Nosterud I AMP, I I£AM I 
Mo_rnlng Worship 11:0( 
Sunday 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. Evening Worship 7:30 p.m, P~ornlng Service 11:00 a.m. J ..~ .U~__ll..l+q?_ll | 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:3(  Church School 9:45 a.m. J ,~zo L aze~_~e~ve. I 
Worship Service I1:00 a.m. p.m. Sunday School, Con- L ._ a~:~yo~v | 
firmation , I~n#~ ' .  ,#;~:~, ~o~,,,+ol 
Youth an It 'Classes, 
" ' :++:+1 
Welsh 
I Wol¢omo~Ym towenMp 
+'.,m c..,.,,.. 
I,~+........I,~ I Edacatlon Hour 
11:00 e.m. Fatally Worshlp 
, , Service 
~mmmmm.,mmma. 7:30 p.m. Evengllstlc 
U I I I I I& I IA I I  _Salvation N~.d!ng 
• ues. Night 
REFORMED ,:~o .:m. O,b,. S,ud, • ~ ~  Prayer Meeting 
Nedfl~sday 
CHURCH ,:+o .~m..++. Horns 
L~o~FI I IowIhlp 
Sparks St. & : Satu'rSiy 
. . . .  - • Straume Ave. P: 30 p.m. Youth Group 
Christian Counselling 
..................... Rev. S. Van Daalen Emergency Welfare 
~ : ~  _~ Splrilual Resourl~es 
! ~unday School • Terrace II 635-$446 or 635.2626 
a.m. _ , ,, 
Sunday School. Remo h00 
p.m. , J 
11:00 a.m, Worship Service 
5:00 p.m, Worship Service 
• ................,..,............. ,.............~,............................................,.....,...+.......................;. ; .  ; . ; .  : . ; . ; . ; .  ; . ; . ; . . .  ; , ; . ;  . ;  . , . ; .  ; , ; .  ; . ;  . ; , ;  . . . . ,  ; . . .  ; . ; .  ; , . .  ; . . ,  . .  ; . ;  . . . ; .  ; .  ; .  ;, ; . ; . ; .  ; , ; . ; .  , . . , ;  . ; ,  . . . . . . . . ,  , , , . . . . . . . . . . . ,  
~:~i.i:i:~:...~...:..:.:.:::.:.::~:~:!...::~:~:i:!:!:!:!:~:~:i:~:!:!:!:!:~:~:!:~:!:!:!:!:~:!:~:!~:i:i:~:~:~:i~i:i~:~:i~:~:i:~:i:i~i~:::~:~:::~::::::::~:::~:::~:::::::::~:::~:::::~:::::~:~:::~:~:~:::~:~:~:::::::::::~:~:~ 
HARDWARE STORES 
GORDON 
AHD 
ANOERSON 
T.V-- G U I D E 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
llllllllllllliltlilelllilaillilalillllillillllllllilll 
Friday, September I S p.m. to midnight 
l .+vl,+ t (NBC) ~ i~E~.~( lCBr ' l  ICTVI (PBSI 
~ 'p '~:~ Newlyw~ Flinstones !rgency I "  M '~s le~'" " " " '~  
• Game Emergency Rogers 
• News " Hourglass Zoom 
• News cont'd Hour Zoom 
News cont'd • News Over 
' 14S News ,, cont'd Hour Easy 
7 'i1~ Seattle C.H.I,P.S. ~AacNell- 
Tonight cont'd Lehrer 
i i l . .O__ .  CO-- C--" cont'd i cont'd Garden Bla cksheep Duchess Wash Ington 
Squadron of Week 
cont'd Duke Wall Street 
contOd Street Week 
i Columbo "-- Loto Canada T.B.A Masterpiece 
Speclal Two.hour Special cont'd Theatre 
.' program cont,d cont'd cont'd 
cont'd cont'd cont'd conl'd 
. -+  -zoo 3o +o ;1~5 cont'd Gang cont'd : cont'd cont'd cont'd cont'd i cont'd 145 cont'd cont'd cont'd cont'd 
News The National CTV News ' Search of 
i l5 News Night Final News Real America 
The The Secret Hour J Sign Off 
145 , Tonight .Army Final J Late Movie 
LZ o The 'The Savage I Vincent Price Tonight Wild' I Peter Lorre ;45 Show Gordon Estman j,Boris Karloff 
Saturday, September 2 " ,; ,~,,,~,,~ ~: ,  ,~  10~a.m. to 5 p.m, 
I d q '00 jBaggy Pants I Poma Dot I George I S.ame 
JJ 115 J& Nitwits J Door J cont'd J Street 
I :30 ISpace I I Kidstuff I cont'd 
" "  :45 I Sen"nels I I cont'd I co.t'. 
I I I  :00 J Baseball Pre- I Saturday J cont'd I Inner • 
| :15 IGame IM°rnlng I cont'd I Tennis 
II :30 JMaior League J Quiz J Red Fisher |Whet's 
" " " I. ~seha'' 'lK'ds I c°nt'd I ~k,ng, 
II : 00 cont'd, Canadian That's Gardenln, g
9 :is Jcontd J Reflections J Hollywood J contd 
~ '  :30 Icont'd I Kum Kum J Discover | T.B.A. 
• , am :45 Iconrd [cont'd *1 cont'd , I T.E.A.. _ 
ii ' cont'd CBC Sports Film Fill :00 I I i ' i Consumer Sur. 
! :15 Jcopnt'd JCanadian Water | cont'd j viral Kit 
:30 Jcont'd JSk i Cha m. | cont'd J French 
i I :45 Jcont'd Jpionships I cont'd I Chef 
• # i 
:oo I This Week I con, d I The War I Crockett's 
- I  :15 Jan Baseball . J cont'd ' J Years | Garden 
~r  :3o ISports Challenge Ico"!'d i 'c°nrd I Daniel 
am :45 I L I cUR''c- I cont'd |Foster M.D. 
a l~ :00 IOn the J T.B.A. I All star I Pamt 
i~  : 15 J Sidelines | cont'd ' J Wrestling J Along 
_1  :3o |saturday Movie t cont'd | cont'd | Book ' 
V :45 I 'The Devils | cont'd I cont'd J Boat 
:00 Disciple' Death ! Wide World | Flrln(l 
A :15 Burr Lancaster Valley I of Sports i Llne- 
&lk :~ I K rk De.gtas I ~ys I cont'd I Evenina at 
i "4"7  ' a " a ~ ' |Laurence Ollvler Icont d . . . . .  II cont d J-. Pops ,_ 
illllilililllllllilllilllilllllillgllllillllllllllllillll 
• i . Skateboards  i- 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• ' ~ • 
• ~ • • • 
• • 
• ' B 
• • 
• • 
• " • 
• . • 
• • 
." 25 o -" off ; -. :"
i , . 
&lllllmlllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: 
Tues.~Sat. 9a.m.-S:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-gp.m. 
OLOSEO MONDAY 
r 
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• Mexican  ambass  a dor ' s  s o n k i l l e  d Kenyatta bu r ied, Kenyans 
MEXICO CITY (AP)"--" near Chalco, 28 kilometres A police report said the The kidnappers left behind 
The 35-year-old son of 
Mexico's ~unbassador to the 
United States has been found 
dead after being kidnapped 
by guerrillas who demanded 
$2 million "for the struggle 
of the proletariat." A police 
source said, an autopsy 
showed he waS~hot once in 
the leg and bled to death. 
-There was speculation the 
from Mexico City, at 8 a.m. 
Wednesday, about 13 hours 
later, and taken to the 
morgue at Chaleo. But itwns 
not identified until 10:30 
p.m., the sources aid. 
BODY DUMPED 
Detectives aid the body 
was clad in a suit Jacket and 
underwear, and the spot 
where it was found was 
Dodge was intercepted by a 
black Ford Galaxy cam 
• laining four men and a 
woman. 
"Wen the bodyguards tried 
to intsrvene," the report 
said, "the attackers opened 
up with a burst of sub- 
maehin@gun fire." 
"A bodyguard was 
wounded. Return fire by the 
fatal bull. etwas fired, dnr!ng relatively free of blond,, hedyguardsalsoprcaumably 
a :shootout .Detw~n~indlcatingMargainbadheen wounded one of the at- 
~yguart ls  and me ~r  dead some time' before the taekere,-, but they all 
men and a woma'n who body wan dumped there, managed to escape.,.' 
ambushed Hugo Margain Margaln, 'director of the Evans,.. who was • not 
Charles and a U.S. friend Institute of PhilosoPhy at the otherwise idbntified, also 
Tuesday night near University of Mexico, was wan : wounded, but l a 
Mergain's home on the south riding in his 1972 Dodge with spokesman at the ..hospital 
side of Mexico city. i. Justin Evans and.' .with whe~.he.whs treated, said 
Police sources said the bodyguards in.. a car. Ms ennditionwas not serious 
body was found in a field following. .md.hewas released. 
New Oddit ies  :!  * " 
' Classy,teenatze date 
EVON, Pa .  AP -Gnerge "It doesn't ake long in 
SteveDiFraneescoisoniy 16, warm weather for garbage 
but he likes to do things with to get ripe," complained 
aflourlah.Takehinfirstdale Vernon F i t zpat r i ck ,  
with Tracy Hayward, for manager of a state park in 
example. Michigan's Upper Penin- 
snow to warrant use of a 
ienowplow only about half a 
dozen times a year. 
The Federal Avaiation 
Administration, which 
grants funde to airports for 
.paving and other am. 
a leaflet aigned by the 23rd of told to protect peace Sept mber Communist 
League, Mexico's most 
active left-wing urban gang. 
It said: "Await instructions. 
The kidnapping is to obtain NAIROBI AP - Kenyans, thepowertomakeitliveand Tens of thousands of AMIN SNUBBED 
money for the struggle of the mourning under a hot progress to greater mourning Kenyans lined the Prince C I~ " 
proletariat." African sun Thursday, prosperity." 50 kllometr¢s of road from represent ing Br i ta in ,  
Police sources reported buried the father of their Kareri, pastor of the Kenyatta's home village o~ snabbedUgundanPnmMs~ 
that  a member of the country, Jomo Kenyatta. PreobyterianChur~hof East Gatuadu as the body ~as Ida Amla at the ~ I~ 
Margain household reported The presiding clergyman Africa, in which Kenyatta brought o the capital. ~ f~ spsakwhm~l~ 
the family got a phone call warned agsiust "fierce" who was baptized and reared, did o c 
from the kidnappers mighttrytodcatroyl5ycars notsaywhohethonghtwouid To the slow beat of a 
.demanding $2 million in ran- of peace and prosperity harm Kenya. Kenya's acting muffled drum, the silver- walked toward hint 
sam. : lined, African oak casket Amin waited several nurtured by the late president, Daniel Arap Mei, 
Margain's father, Hugo president, was a close poliUcaly ally of. was borne through the memenis to greet 
Margain, is serving his Kenyatta died Aug. 22 at Kenyatta nd is regarded as streets on a gun carriage but theprincehepthlslmck 
Second tot~r as• ambassador his residence in the coastal his mast likely suecessor, that had been used for the to the Ugandan, who ham 
hast° thebeenUnitedMexico,sStates. He am-als° his 80 .t°wn of Mombasa. He was in FLAMES BURN ON Churchill.1965 funeral of Sir Winston fosteringatronillesandotherbeen widely ac~ed .of 
bassador to Britain and He emerged from eight Kenyatta's coffin was Eighteen representatives bum, n-rights vidatSml ht 
secretary of the Mexican years in British jails to lead lowered into a marble tomb of Christian, Moslem and his country. Amin then 
treasury. He was reported his land to independence i t .  inside a glass-walled African religions conducted a seat two pla~m f r~ 
with the family in Mexico 1963 and then helped make mausoleum on the .grounds an inter-denominational Charles lind the two ipore4 
city. The 28rd of September Kenya one of the most stable of the Parliament building service. After the recitation each other Uzrmqilmvt tJIm 
among the new countries of here. Eternal flames were lit of prayers, a 21-gen salute funeral. •' ' 
Communist League takes its Africa. at its four corners, wasfiredandjetplenesfrnm As Amin l~t ~ ~vlee,  
name from the date of a "We can destroy it all in Representatives of 82 the Kenyan air force flew however, he "received 
shootout more than a dozen one day if we so wish," Rev. countries, includingllheads overhead, .dipping their warmest welcome ed kny 
years ago between student Charles Kareri said during of state, attended the ser- winga in tribute to their dead leader from the .KenyHs 
activists and solders at an the funeral. "We also have vices, comnmnder.in-chief, gathered outidde. ' : 
army barracks in the nor- . . . . . .  
thern state of Chihuahua, It
is Mexico's largest and best- 
organized guerrilla gan=, 
~*****************************  The Devon "Prep School 
senior rented a tuxedo, 
called a cab and took Miss 
Hayward to a fast-food 
restaurant for dinner. 
They had a private mitre 
d', also in a tuxedo. He was 
Stove's uncle, Wayne 
DIFrancesco.. 
The meal? Diet 7-Up in a 
champagne bottle and two 
hamburgers. Music was 
provided by Donnamrie 
DiLabio, who played the 
sofa, in a memorandum to
the state department of 
natural resources. 
"In the porks this would 
include , dog droppings, 
disposable diapers, you 
name i L "  
The experiment, 
nuthorized by the state 
legislature, in an attempt to 
gauge the effect of a ban on 
most throwaway beverage 
provements, said Sydney 
could have its snowplow, 
provided itcommissioned an 
*.airpOrt layout plan, costing 
about $25,000, and put up a 
Imllding to put the snowplow 
in- at a cost of $106,000. 
Federal funds  are 
awarded with the stipulation 
that the city put up 10 per- 
cent and the town had only 
PASSES i 
Hidden somewhere in the ** 
ads in the entertainment *~ 
• ~ section are two Te~Tace ~* 
Modern, 5 slorev, first class motor holt4. Good Iocatkm - I ~ I~  
beach, English Bay sod Stanle~ Pink, neat downtovm, shop~ wNIdm S 
blocks. 125 attractively appointed ~dr-¢ondiflooed rooms, utm~o~, dcJemc~ budgeted ;9,~00. 
containers which takes of, , Feeling that things were units and suites -- each with pdv~e bath, cokxr ~7 md IgWie. 
violin,. 
"You're insano,"was Miss 
Hayward's early comment 
to her date. But then she 
• mellowed, saying: "He  
scored a f00." 
LANSING, Mich. AP - You 
think your job stinks? Some 
Michigan perk workers say 
• they are fed up with digging 
through garbage bins as part 
of a high-priority research 
rojoct on throwaway bob 
es. 
fact in December. 
romp through 10. tom of 
garbage has turned up more 
than 12,000 drink cans, 
nearly 7,000 throwaway 
bottles, less than 3,000 
plastic bottles and just seven 
returnable containers. 
snowplow in all the small 
western Nebraska town of 
Sidney wants. Not a big 
snowplow, just a little one. A 
truck with a blade on it 
would do. 
wants Sidney to have a big 
snowplow, one that costs 
MARINE NOT GUILTY $83,000, plus a $106,000 
PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. building to keep it warm.' 
(AP) - -  A court-martial jury Sidney, population 6,300, 
has found a U.S. marine needs the plow for Its air- 
~cruitj~l~Pt~,0g~tY~i~0f~Epbrt, which gets enough 
~gca  of ~cYelictioh ofdnt)/ ~ 
i~' knowingly recruiting 
illegal aliens into the Marine 
Corps. The jury of four of- 
ricers and three enlisted men 
deHherated about 15 minutes 
Tuesday before acquitting 
S.Sgt. Artis Washington of 
illegal recruitment and 
falsifying documents. 
BARRIERS REMOVED 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The U.S. Coast Guard said 
Wednesday it will remove 
most of its sex barriers and 
send more women to sea. 
Only 24 of the serviee's 707 
women now are on sea duty, 
but the coast guard said 
many more are being as- 
signed to its vessels. Under 
the new policy all women 
graduates of .the Coast 
Guard Academy, like the 
men, will he assigned to sea 
i I ~ I Room and Coffee Shop. Lmmge with entmmMm4~. ~ ~ He~laql . 
Rooms. Dlive.in Iobbv and Bee paitdng. gettinghand, theS°mewhat town did its out best of to nh~,..one n~ ~ml-~r~,,~,,,,~,,.,~. 4( Fitzpatrick said his crew's 
make its request - for a .~ ~ Findthem, and if one is yours yod've 4~ : 
snowplow, just a snowplow " i won. " 4( 1755 navle Street. Vamcouve~ V6G IW$, IZkome: 604.6~M.1"1 colJee~ -' 
c lear  and waited for a ' . Pick up your tickets at the Herald "~ 
reaponse. It's still waiting, office, 3212 Kalum St. ~ lrele=:o4.sit61 ~,; 
,,.~.,.~ . ~.r  . - .~  ~. ~-  . . .~ .  ~ . .  ---- .~-..... .  ~ ~ ~ 
&.=~d 
OMAHA, Heb. AP - A i, ~ 
But the U.S. government . . . 
•o 
_ _ _ 
• I1 " 
i i 
q =,a " DINE IN OUR EXQUISITE n 
VENETIAN DINING LOUNGE JR 
° " 
, , IrOR R,|I~RVA'IrION~ v Q~ ". . • 
LA GONDOLA it o,.,..oo. 624-2621 or 624-3359 1[ * r m " : 
U ~" DRiVE,IN lit *~vL W. at 6th St, ' J~  
• 
- ' - - ' "  LAKELS= k 
duty. 
PURSE STOLEN" HOTEL LOS' ANGEI,ES, Calif. 
(AP) --  The wife of Yemen's 
ambassador to the United 
Nations reported that her 
purse containing about 
L~,000 in cash and jewelry 
was stolen as she ate dinner 
It's time to car your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn Hickmin. 4~;-8437 
Lois Mohninger - 535.$309 
THE PLACE FOR 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS. 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
hotel, police • • BANQUETS 
" [ Sallglllgg I H  
.. * **********~f f i~  DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE - 
i i HECTORS 
. A., • ~ INTERNATIONAL CUISINE II 
4,720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638,8111 ~ H ,w 
** • ^rr Q v M. I IMmne il . , . . . . . . . _  , o 
.:~ SEPTEliBER 2 I L - - ~ ~ "  t- - . - - :  
~ _ ;- , . . .  So ,~ : 
Hat Wax ' '" Sec°ndar~RUGDV i iHiS 
SEPTEMBER 3'9 t 
F,I,S.T, Sunday and Monday. Starting at 1. 
,,~ Skeena Secondary 
KERiiODE 4 WHEELERS 
Playday at,~opper Flats - 6 miles 
east of Hw~'.,)6. Registration 8.11 
a.m. Coml~lfion starts 1:00 p.m. 
.mum 2, , 
'~ 01rou| World 
Aft., Sweat Uoo 
SEPTEMBER 3-5 
0r/Far II, e,I/ 
SETEMBER e 9 
Harper Valley P,TJI, 
******************************* 
f l ,q flr 
am u,,l. la W. 
 uh.r 
~llee t~llaktepearean Room 
FORMAL DINING 
M0n.lhur-lksm,-I  
Pri-Sat-ili,nt-li,m, 
CLOSED R m a ~  
236 0111 0TR. su.. Ik112-41~ 
DJHIIOING 
6 a,m.-I a,m. 
k146 0it1 0tr, .Hn-Tm. 
.'(/ 
' i  
1t '.' 
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Deoorate 
kitohen and 
Kitchens and bathrooms 
are fast becoming the most 
decorated rooms in homes 
today. There are several 
reasons for this. Let 'ssay 
you have an older home and 
are in the process of 
renovating it. Although most 
people want to live with 
original moldings or hrick 
fireplaces and spend hours 
bringing them back to their 
original look, few are 
prepared to live with old 
fashioned plumbing, ap- 
pliances or linoleum, and 
thus kitchens and bathrooms 
are often top priority in 
terms of modernization. 
In new homes or apart- 
ments, the challenge is to 
have a kitchen and, to a 
lesser degree, a bathroom 
that lives up to your lifestyle. 
The open kitchen .plan is 
becoming more popular." 
This makes the kitchen the 
center of activity and a place 
where guests are often in- 
vited to participate in meal 
preparation orsimply sit and 
chat. Sometimes, too, it can 
be viewed from living or 
dining room. It has to be 
inviting. Many bathrooms 
are built ensuite, children 
often have their own, and 
powder ooms abound. 
It's not surprising that 
walleoverings have become 
the number one .decorating 
tool for these rooms. Mary 
Prud 'homme,  Inter ior  
Design and Color Consultant 
for Sunworthy 
Wallcoverings, says, "Not 
only do wallcoverings offer 
all the decorative ad- 
vantages in the kitchen or 
prac 
If 
scra 
that 
key( 
piec 
ace( 
and 
fixtt 
pan~ 
will 
wall 
way 
sch( 
tern 
cole 
ranl 
con1 
styl 
wh( 
tam 
An(~ 
bea 
wal 
pla 
dec 
ha~ 
qu~ 
scr 
be 
be( 
spa 
wit 
not 
bat 
in 
have color and pattern co- 
o rd inated  compan ion  
designs which lend them- 
selves particularly well to 
kitchens and en-suite 
bathrooms. A delightful 
example from Sunworthy's 
new Kitchens & Bathrooms 
Collection is a very hand- 
some duo, "Bamboo Gar- 
den" and "Garden Lattice" -
a stripe featuring the 
This handsome duo of co.ordinated bedroom. The pre-asted, fully scrubbable and 
wallcoverings "Bamboo Garden" and "Garden dry-strippable wallcoverings are from the 
Lattice" is the ideal combination for a master Sunworthy Kitchens & Bathrooms Collection. 
bamboo plan and a lattice "Healthy Harvest" and a co- 
design - which comes in a ordinated plaid, would givea 
sophist icated two-ton( lift to any kitchen. The plaid 
brown-white combination, can be used to face cup- 
ideal for a master bathroom, beards or used in an eating 
A delightful contemporary alcove or family area. 
vegetable design in a stripe, Wallcoverings' such as the 
new Sunworthy Collection 
for Kitchens & Bathrooms 
are pre-pasted so that they 
are a simnle do-it-yourself 
project. 
p~~- . -~.~ 
"~" " -_" - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  , , - : - -  hats indicate fair 
Some peol~le have neneveo ;na~ "Y'"U "" 
weather. 
•®®•eeeO®®®00000•00 
: i~  ~ CHANNEl, w . : . '  :~-  ill 
| 632 : . :ii  
i 
• OFFICIAL BLOCK B.RO,S:ASS0CIME DEALERS • 
• . IX I / iB~/  • 
• . • 
• 58 Ormle - $48,000 , .  
34 Bayer- $46,000 ; 
13 Bayer - $45,000 t 
• 3½ Acres on Lakelse Lake - • 
• $]9,500 • 
• 87 Currie - $70,000 ; 
1727 Gyfalcon (MLS) - $30,500 • 
T= 58 Clifford - $58,000 • 
; 30 Gander- $30,000 • 
• ' 95 Sttk, ne " $44),000 
: Why not call us today ; 
• for your flee appraisel 9 
g . . .= i ra  
. ; 
: . . .  on. , - - - .  s.v,. | 
. .0 , , . . s , . , . , ,  • 
OeOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
I _ _  • 
l - -  ' SOUTH KALUM STREET ALL  REASONABLE i 
• WELL  KEPT DUPLEX Low priced 3 bedroom OFFERS WILL BE1 
family home, 1,000 sq. CONSIDERED ON THIS1 ON HEMLOCK 3 bedrooms over 
==in each, paved street, ft., nice kitchen.nook with ESTATE LIKE HOME:  
i basement has separate auto laundry hookups, Situated on 5 acres lust 
N entrance, double windows, carpet in living room. north of Terrace. Asking i 
moil heated, living and Home Is being renovated price of $65,000 Is a g lve :  
and Is presently vacant. dining rooms in each, away price at todays• 
• worth looking at, asking Good financing available at building costs. View by•  
i$65,000. MLS. $26,000. MLS. appointment only. MLS. • 
• .. ~ r= 
n ,  . ~ . u 
, ~  RURAL ACREAGE 6.22 L . :  ~ .... ~ .  
• ~ acres', wooded, rolling" ~ l i i~ l~mbl=~i  
i ~ _.~,~.~=, m ~ ~!~'~-----------~ parcel in residential g ~ •  
-ml '~•P 'Ht~l l [~:~ subdivision with restric, i ~ •  
i ~ . . . .  ~ , . * ~  tlons. Approximately 4 i ~ , ~ i l ~ n  
i ~ ~  miles from town. Asking ~ •  
• ~ ~ $20,000 MLS . ~ ~  . LAKELSE LAKEN 
=" o--  • . . . . .  ^r°SS  3 RES IDENCE ANDi  
_m=,,,=uu - , .v,  , . , , . , ,  _ - _  ACREAGE WITH TWO NEARLY 1 ACRE 3•  
• BEDROOM FOUR YEA• 3 [] . . . . . . . .  " - - '  .... ='l"" HOMES .01 acres, Kalum bedrooms, basement extra • 
Uku no,v== • .~uo. we , . .~  LaKe Koad 716' rd m [] . rooms, lovely living area 
_,lOrv ZV,O p:,,y us fronta:e on pavement witht,rep,ace k,fchen and--" 
• ' " subdlv0slon potentlau, bar, full bathroom, newl  
: Newly decorated. 2 6,000 watt diesel power• 
~= BUILDING LOT Asking oeoroom solldhome, plusa plant, large sundeck,• 
B$14,000 on 87'x146' lot on I bedroom ux32 trailer, completely reader0 for m 
• Halllwell Avenue in good Excellent spring fed well, ear re . . . . .  =•  y und Ilvin~ . . . .  u. • 
I lresident al area,., some some appliances, lacy thenicest lake resdences. •i  
trees, ideal for your new shack, storagebulldlng and Some furniture may be•  
_•home. Opeh to offers, chlcKennouse. All foromy Included. Own wharf I s•  
Excl. $40,000. MLS. included for asking price of [ ]  
~= - -  $60,000. Open to offers. : 
• REVENUE PROPERTY Ask us about our other 
[] Reduced again to $65,000. highway acreages and B U S I N E S S O P .~  
• Over ] acre Paquette close building lots in and around PORTUNITY. First ra te ;  
to Clarke, 41argeunlts, 2 Terrace, you may be constantly expanding 1 
[]and 3 bedroom suites, two missing something in your Singer Franchise & Fabr lc l  
lwe l  built premises, good search. Store for sale. A real op -•  
• occupancy history will pay iin portunlty for a man and • 
• for itself. Ranges and INDUSTRIAL LOTS ON wife team, showing a good• 
"Strawberry Patch" wallcovering from Sunworthy adds prepasted, scrubbahle and dry strippable, from the Sunviny] [] f r ldges inc luded.  Was GREIG 4-33' corner lots, return on Investment. m 
color and brings the outside in to add to the natural look of Collection. , • $75,000. Owner moved and excellent for investment or Located In leased premises 
pine and quarry tile in this kitchen. Wallcovering is B-.Is anxious. Make your business building. Will sell at an excellent location In•  
-------T...=~_ You don't have to be on prove the patio s airy arm.o- ; offers. MLS. all four for $45,000 or may downtown Terrace. Tota l•  Ill)ec°rallllg' Ideas OUTDOOR L I ' '  ,V,,I'/' IN~I~ I / - "  l, =~,~, ' the outs with elegance just sphere and look dellgl, t,u,,y " sell two for $25,000. MLS. price about $100,000 in - "  '~,, " beemse you're d in ing  ligl!twe!ght.. . .. •2  BEDROOM BUNGALOW Ask for further details, eluding stock of ap- • 
• . . . . .  ,~'-'~ outdoors, winaowooxeso,  acryn,c :w i th  f ree .s tand ing  proximately $90,000. mm 
QUICK AND EASY .... -' "~" . . . . . . .  Present-day patios are as can I)e used to enhance •]]fireplace on large corner HWY. 16, NEAR CLARKE Llsveo ~Lb. • 
~ ~ =IBBN Casual  And  C lassy  ~ qoll;  ff l l  well-planned as any other the outdoors when the l lot ONLY $26,500. Callusto .719 acre commercial 162 HIGH RATIOFINANCING 1 
• . • • a .  . ; t~ '  ~lr L l i l l~  part of the house-but with weather's war,•.and I!rou.R!,t view Exc uslve hw. frontage, with 2 room 4641 Goulet Cle - ,~l 
a breezy style all t ~eir own. in to heautiry the rest ol tne • office building plus car bedroom, Insulated fo r t  
~ J~ '?  -.wS: i | "~. ,q~ To setup  an outdoor  house when the cokI comes. •A  LOG HOUSE would look rental business, plus car electric heat, living roonl ~= 
supper, you mighLstarL with A portahle bar/serving 1,,ood on this 6 22 ACRES sales asslgnment units, tire has wall to wall car • 
- - - -~ .~~~~ chairs iDR,VE•" " Open fo otfersPef' : , : .iT',# ~ a sleek set of brunch table, cart for indoor,and outdoor m ON WOODLAND PARK stock and office equipment separate laundry, now• • '~ '=~ and tea table in use makes serving heater PRICED AT all Included. , Ask for $26,500. • 
~1~ ' .  the Marrakesh style from and easier, and when the •$20,000. MLS. further details. MLS " []  
• This hright and invitin~ Trop i tone that combines cart's acryl ic,  keeping it • . ' • • 
party rt)om sets up in minute.% the mystery of the past, with clean can be breezier. [ ]  • db  , • 
• . . I~  Serv,,.~ • with C,,sc,,'s cuh,rful "iiot the vitality of today's good Acryl ic servln.g bow!s i A E Le  Page L imi ted  Coast  Coast  Rea lEs ta te  .-.,,  
living, look  smar t  anu won I, HeaL" folding chairs and 
znat¢:hing tahh;s. 'rh,, Imhl To many, the table tops shatter if .they Fall onto a I ' ' • 
bh,,y,,lh,w-a,,d.l~ri',',, s,:h,,m,, are the real hit of this suite, hard patio fh,or. I ' ~  =I' B =" ~ . .= j  B ,~  EVENIN6S "- 
is carried out with stript,d They look like elegant An elegant diningsetand 
i,lin,ls, plaid earl,el and h,ls hammered g,oss, but they're a putt,, set with s,,pbl,tiea I "b  I -A  A I  Helen Gilbertson Har ry  Smlth:  
,,f I'r,.sh I,h, nts. Acc.mm,,dat. rea l ly  of  acryl ic  east tie• could help make your l~ l ,~ '  ~"  m ~,~P"  U 1  635-3609 635-2826 • 
ing Lw(.lve f=~r a sit-de)w• Acrylite~"'sheet from CYIItO next outdoor party and out- U • 
(Jinl]~'r, serw:d i'rom Ih~. hufl'vl INDUS'rltlF.S with 15 to 20 and-out success. -- Stan Parker Jim Duffy • 
times the iml,acL strength of For a free bookh;t, " lh,w i 4611 UKKSE AVE, 635-4031 635-6688 : 
cart, th~ s~tting cle;,rs off hammered glass. To Care For Fu.rniLure ,(,[ i - Bob Rlpmeester • 
easily for an ev~,ning of b;u:k- Other ways to pretty up Aerylite~' acrylne sheet, 
,amm,m (or your r ivor lt l  g. . , , r; .! ' DISCREET CHARM of outdoor dining can have a t  OUCh yoUr patio i,clude elegant, wr i te to c,,' lno INI)U S- i ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  635-2832 • 
hl(IO~)f galnof ,P, no N~len In~ i)'~rfv's ow.r, vv~.rytliing I'.ld~ of class when the tab es are topped w th acryl c that lOOKS up.i,o-the-minuLe ~,cryiic TitlES, B(,rdan Ave., I)ept, i • 
flat i.{) slorl~ in a ch,~.l, like glass. Photo courtesy of Tropitone, Sarasota, Florida. banking phmLers. They ira- 1'1),, Wayne, N.J. 07470. NBiillllillllilllnllmlll•llimUBillllillnilllli•|lB|i|i|llllil 
/ ! 
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~ The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding picture loan on 
right to classify ads under Wednesday, September 6th' 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL ONLY: in the Terrace Arts Room at 
set rates therefore and to 20 words or less S2.00 per the Library. Paintings 
determine page location, insertion, over 20 words 5 should be returned at 7:30 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. p.m. so they can be put on 
rlghtto revise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive In- display for selection. 
or relect any advertisement sertlons $1.$0 per insertion. Everyone Welcome. 
and to reteln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box REFUNDS: 
Reply Service, andto repay First Insertion charged for 
the cust()mer the sum paid whether run or not. 
for the advertisement and Absolutely no refunds after 
box rental, ad has been set. 
Box replies, on "Hold" WelgM Watchers mnetlng 
Instructions not picked up CORRECTIONS: heldeveW Tuesdayat/p,fn. 
within 10days of expiry of an Must be made before 2nd at the Knex United Church 
advertisement wil l  be Insertion. Hall, 4907 Li,.zelle Avenue. 
destroyed unless mail ing Allowance can be made for . . . . . . .  
Instructions are received, only one Incorrect ad. Reprints of photos which 
Those answering Box appear.in The Herald are 
Numbers are requested not BOX NUMBERS: now available through our 
to send Originals of 75 cents pick up. office. 5x7 prlntsare $4each 
documents to avoid loss. $1.25 mailed, and 8x10 prints are $6. 
All claims of errors In Photos can be ready wlthln 
advertisements must be CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 48 hours from the time the 
received by the publisher Rates available upon order Is made. AIIreprints 
within 30 days after the first request, must be prepaid. For more 
publication. Information drop into our 
It is agreed by the ad- NATIONAL CLASSIFIED offlceat3212Kalum,orwrite 
vertlser requesting space RATE: us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
that the Ilab!llty of the 22 cents per agate line. V8G 4B4. 
Herald In the event of failure Minimum charge $5.00 per 
to publish an advertisement Insertion. WANTED DONATIONS 
or In the event of an error The Three Rivers Workshop 
appearing In the ad. LEGAL-POLITICAL AND for the Handicapped are 
vertlsement as published T R A N S I E N T A D - looking for donations of any 
shall be. limited to the VERTISlNG: 
amount paid by the  ad. $3.60 per column inch. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
portion of the advertising $4.00 per line per month. 
space occupied by the In. On a 4 month basis only. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no DEADL INE 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for DISPLAY:" Skeena Health Unlt 
such advertising. 4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to. 3215-2 EbyStreet 
Advertisements must publication day. Terrace, B.C. 
comply with the British 635.6307 
Columbia Human Rights Act CLASSIFIED: The following are a few of 
which prohibits any ad. 1:00 p.m. day prior to the services offered locally 
vertlsing that discriminates publication day. 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
14, BUSINESS, 
PERSONAL 
color, nationality, ancestry WITH ORDER other than 
'orplacooforlgin, orbecause BUSINESSES WITH AN 
his age is between 44 end 6S ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
years, unless the condition is 
Service charge of SS.00 on a II 
N.S.F. cheques. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
. Sterling Publishers Ltd. TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
Published at Terrace submitted within one month. 
B.C. 5 days a week  ss.0o production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
Mondayto Friday, mornings (write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
PUBLISHER Sl0.OO charge, with or 
Laur ie  Ma l le t ,  without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
SUBSCRIPTION advance. 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
Single Copy 20c NOUNCEMENTS: 
ByCarr ie r  mth  3.00 Births • 5.50 
By Carrier year 36.00 Engagements 5.50 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 Marriages 5.50 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 Deaths 5.50 
By Mail year 40.00 Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Senior CiI izen year Memorial Notices 5.$0 
20.00 • 
British Commonwealth and PHONE 635-6357 
United States of America 1 Classified Advertising Dept. 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 The Kitlmat Museum shows 
during August and S.ep, 
Telephone: tember with the permission 
112.604-63S-6357 of our Provincial Museum a 
special exhibit on Indian 
HOME DELIVERY Rock Carvings and Pain- 
Terrace&District tings. We display as well 
. Thornhlll & District Eskimo Stone Prlnts~ from ~ the Winnipeg Art Gallery. The Museum is open from 12 
- S except Sundays and In 
September except Sundays 
and Mondays. 
Registration for this 
The '~ Snow Valley Figure season's Terrace Figure 
Skating Club will be holding Skating Club will be held 
reglstretlon for the 1978-79 Tuesday, SeptemberSfrom 4 
skating season from 7:30- - 6 p.m. and  Saturday, 
10:00 p.m. on Saturday, September 9 from 1 - 4 p.m. 
Septembergth at City Centre at the Terrace arena senior 
Mall. Registration Is on a citizens room. The club is 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2236 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth F r iday  of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consen't for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday,' and Friday from 
3:00-  4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for~detalls 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screenlng 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m, 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Office at No.20S-4721 Lazelle blueing, scope mounting, 
Ave. ,Tel 635-9196. ' s ight ing,  gunsmlthlng.  
Assessment and plannlng for .~at~In~.la~2.hoT~ urret I ~  Quality work, fast service. 
thOSecare, ellglblefor Long Term Wesyl Kawinsky passed away NilllmN'a(hlne. Operalors ' |1  will babysit in my home on Parts available for almost 
AID TO HANDICAPPED Aug. 25, 1978 In Skeenavlew ~'2'~our . . . . .  ~ . . . .  J Kirby St. References any gun. At Queensway 
Trading, 3215 Kalum. Phone 
Office at No. 205-4721 Hospital at the age of 67.. " . . . . .  iavallable. Phone 635-4450. (c3. 638.1613. (c5.6) 
Lazel le. Tel 635-9196. Predeceased his wife Anna and Radial I~'ill Q~a'aters 16) 
Assessment and guidance grandson Guy. ~.hour I ~  
Im for vocational and social Survived by 3 sons Matt, rehabilitation done by Tony, Alec all of Terrace, 3 daughters Mary Marlash of consultant. Enderby, Helen Olekslewach • of Terrace and Olga Setchell of 
INCHESAWAYCLUB Richmond, 13 grandchildren 
Meet every Tuesday night at and 5 great grand children. 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. Memorlal services were held 
For more Information phone In Roman Catholic Church in 
635-3747 or 635-3023. Terrace on Man. Aug. 28, 1978. 
Funeral servlces were held 
Is your son Interested In in the Ukranian Catholic 
Scouts. If so the 1st'Terrace Churchon Wed. Aug. 30, 1978 in 
Scout Troop Is taking pre Porcupine P la in,  Saskat- 
registration for September. chewan. 
Max number will be 24. If In lieu of flowers donations 
int'erestedcall Mrs. Wardrop were to sent to the Heart or 
at 635-3553. Fees will be Cancer Fund. 
$30.00 per boy. Anyone in-* ~o 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call . 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural• Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services • 
Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
• Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J!2) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST . 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
THE HOBBY HUT 
At)le to set op anti ol~ate. 
Loc~ior¢: . Surrey, B.C • 
lO minutes from U.S. border 
15 minutes.from New Westminster 
30 minutes from Vancou~r 
An~e housing for rant or purchase. 
At C.em'matlc we Ixoduce fine 
quality industrial winches 
(n'B:hanlcal nd hydraulic) 
in a good ~ldng envirmrnmt. 
Take this opportunity owork 
with an ambitious team and 
enloY the advantages ofrural 
living. 
Call us now .. or extract your 
local ~ / ~  Center 
for more in~r~im 
~Ic  
74OO. 13~lxl Str~ 
Su IYey ,  B ,C .  v '{ r  4 ) (4  
WANT E O 
ACCOUNTING STAFF 
Some formal training in 
accounting basics preferred 
but not mandatory. At least 
three years practical ex- 
perience. Good working 
knowledge of payroll, ac- 
counts payable.receivables 
processes. Some purchasing 
knowledge requlred. Must 
have at least 40 wpm ac- 
curate" typing. Salary 
commensurate with training 
and experience. 
Apply in writing only to: 
S E'C R E T AR Y -  
TREASURER'S OFFICE 
School District No. 92 
(Nisgha) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terra(:e, B.C. 
((~3-1) 
Needed, Avon represen. 
tatlves in the followir~g 
areas: 
Cer, amlc supplies . and: •Golf Course, Krumm Road, 
The ,Fami ly  .Violence Greenwere /a i r  brushina Hos'pitah 4700 Block Davis, 
. . . . . . .  Park, Lazelle Phone'635; .... 
Cornn~it't~ willbe holcllng an avaJiab~l~:.~;: :Ostomflrln~." . . . . . . . . . .  "" . " . *~ 
important General Meeting 3936McNeil St. 2517: (ctf) 
635.9393 at The Kermode Friendship 
Centre, on Wednesday 
September 6th, at 7:30 p.m. 
Terrace Child Minding 
Centre will be holding an 
open house Friday, Sep- 
tember 1, from 9:3Oa.m. to 4 
p.m. at their new building at 
4542 park Avenue. Refresh- 
ments will be served. The 
open house will give parents 
a chance to say goodbye to 
last "year's staff r.nd 
welcome the new staff and 
will have the opportunity to 
tour the new centre. For 
more information call 638- 
8211. 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office.., 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
Beautiful amethyst & 
Diamond ring. Appraised at 
~150.00. Phone 632-5826. (c2- 
31) 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is'help 
Available !
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.:. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Gigantic' Garage Sale. 
Saturday & Sunday 9 a.m. to 
8 p.m. 5124 McConnel, on the 
bench. (p2-1) 
Learn to FJy. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
Hearing tests will be done by September. If you enjoy or 
by referral fr'om family think you would enloy flying, 
'doctor or community health rif le range, outdoor ac- 
nurse. 636-1155. tlvltles and are between 13.18 
years of age, please'calh 
Pregnant and in need of' Mike S'mlth at 635.5036or 
support? Bey Tasa at 635-7598 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgeratlo~ 
contract. 
• House wiring. 
635.5876 
Full or part-time. Here Is on 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6.S8 per hour. 
Training ls available. For 
interviews. Call Joan 636- 
8392anyti/ne. (Fuller Brush) 
(ctt) 
Lost. Male beardog. Grey 
mix colour. Reward for 
return. 638-1490. (5-1) 
Lost: 4 year old golden.red 
collie. Male. Between 
Terrace & Kitlmat. Any 
Information please contact 
632.7654 collect. (c5-5) 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full-time. 
Starting $4.00 per hr. Only 
mature,  conciencous, 
reliable person with ex- 
perience & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
HELP WANTED 
Earn.2 hours a day.S200 a 
month commission plus 
.prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. 
Saturday Sep. 2. 2 Garage 
sales 10 AM to 2 PM. Royal ' 
Road, New Remo, Follow 
signs off highway 16. (p3.1) 
Girls Ice skates, size 13, 
worn only six times, like new 
condition. Asking $20. 635- 
3642 after 6 p.m. (3.1 stf) 
One men's Peogeot slightly 
used 10 speed bicycle ($135.00). 
2 motorcycle helmets (cheap). 
Phone after 9 p.m. 63S.6051.' 
(pi.1) 
Automatic washer (Inglls). 
Working condition but needs 
some repair $30 or highest 
offer. Call 635.2621. (c2-5) 
I 
Spot CASH for used fur-J 
nlture, household Items,| 
guns etc. I 
Queensway Trading I 
3215 Kalum St. I 
638-1613 I 
c f fm&f  . .  | 
Male cat to give away. Litter 
trained. Has had It's shots. 
Call nights after 8, 635.2871. 
stf 
WANTED 
Welders. Fitter Fabricators - Machinist - 
to work in union shop in Prince George. 
All benefits. 
Contact Q.M. Industries Ltd., Terrace, 
B.C. 635.6267 - Dale Robinson. 
" MaoMILLAN BLOEOEL 
. :  Falters.required at Juskatla. 
Must have coastal falling experience. 
Camp facilities. I.W.A. rates. 
Phone collect 557.4212. Ask for Personnel 
Department. 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park in Terrace. Free space 
rent & commission. Contact 
F.L. Janauer 638.8233after 7 ' 
p.m. (plO.5) 
Require experienced partsman 
in the automotive parts and 
service field. Phone 635-6334. 
(ctf) 
Part time Grll Friday required 
to look after inventory records 
and other office duties, this Is a 
5 hour per day position. Some 
knowledge in the Industrial or 
automotive Industry would be 
an asset. 
Contact H. Young, Acklands 
Ltd., 2809 Kalum St. (p3.5) 
Wanted, retired or semi.  
retired couple to  menage a 
motel for approximately 2 
weeks. No children. Send 
references and qualifications 
to Box 1183 Terrace Herald; 
61FTED? 
Sales people are made not born. Gifted or 
not we can train you to earn up to $15,000 
your first year if you are "Agressive" 
"Ambitious" "Willing to work hard with 
limited travel" "Healthy" "Owner of a 
car" "Bondable" "19 or over". 
.. If you are selected you will be guaranteed 
2 weeks expense paid school in Vancouver 
and unlimited advancement opportunities. 
..International organization needs people 
to service and increase established ac. 
counts. For personal interview call Bob 
Croft .  624-2011. 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COMPANY 
MALE OR FEMALE 
19T7 1977 CHEVROLET 1969 
V0LKSWA60N 
2 dr, 
$1,100 
Reduced to $9~ pial 
1968 CHEVY 
TRUCK 
with flat deck. 
3 Ton 
S2. lilO 
Datsun 
Sped Cab 
with canopy. 
Beautiful shape 
 ULR_ClR 
MONTE CARLO 
LANDAU 
Very low mileage 
lots of extras 
.=o 
first come, first accepted 
basis. Previous members or 
transfers from other clubs 
please bring C.F.S.A. 
number If posslble~ 
Registration fees and ice 
• Schedule will be explained at 
times of registration. For 
further Information call 632- 
2642. 
ATTENTION 
All people Interested In 
Commercial Hockey. There 
will be a General Meeting on 
Monday, September Ilth at 
the Senior Citizen Room at 
the TERRACE.ARENA at 8 
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. will be I 
registration nights for up. 
I 
coming fall classes. 
Beginners, advanced and 
limited space for children 10.12 
years on Sat. afternoons. 
Fran's Ceramics 
4842 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace 
Phone638.1078 
open to both boys and girls Carol at 635.5136 
end there are no age limits. Janna et 635-4503 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Sally end Jeanne Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Arther. Association Annu'el Fall 
Meeting, Sunday Sunday 
Fran's Ceramics would like to September 10, Elks Hall, 
announce that Wed. 6th and 8:00 p.m. 
Thrus. 7th September between j .' 
Joln the I BLOCK PARENT 
program 
• call 
635-3164 
o'clock sharp. I 
It Is very Important hat all "The Catholic Womens 
players and coaches, League (C.W.L.) will hold 
managers, referees and the Fall Bazaar on October 
. . . . . . . . . .  * - -A  e .& , , .~ l~ In  
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like fo announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
The Terrace District Office of the Ministry 
of Highways has moved from Keith Avenue. 
to: 
Ministry of Highways 
Terrace District Office 
Suite 300.4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG'IV4 
Phone 635.6254 
SIGHED 
P.M. Whiteman 
A- -&Z~m I '~2 .&~ZA& U|ml~.u~um I Jm~n~iA~ 
1973 MAZ[ 
RS3 COU F 
12 months or 12 
engine warranty 
ever comes firs 
clean 
1974 DODGE 1976 MERC. 
MaNAGe COMET 
4 Dr. H.T. 2 Door 
s21996 $2,196 
i 
1976 1974 DATSUN 
HONDA CIVIC B210 
2 Dr. Auto, Hatchbeck 
ss e5 121196 
i 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
AT is 
'RBa: 
1971 PR6 
TRIUMPH 
CONVERTIBLE 
$1A00 
196S PLYMOUTI~ 
4 Dr. Sedan 
$200 
1973 MAZDA 
iN  
2 door Coupe 
S l . IH  
73 FORD 
10LINE VAN 
Radial Tires 
1972 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
$11200 
GMC JIMMY 
V8 350 
lots of extras 
$uo  
1974 DATSUN 
PU With 
Canopy. 
Excellent cond. 
,9 AOR 
,2 0o 
19])3 TOYOTA 
COROLLA 
Coupe 
$1,200 
1973 MAZDA 
tsoocc • 
4dr. Sedan; i~  
$1AN 
1974 MAZ[)A 
Low I~ileage 
'2.296 
•% 
t 
Page 10, THE HERALD, Friday, 
Wanted • 175 motor for 
Kawasakt motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
20 ft. flat bottom river boat. 
C.W motor and tandem 
trailer. Phone 635.9523 after 
5 (p5.4) '" 
22 ft. K & C, $8,000.00 - boat. 
$2,000.00. extras. Phone 635- 
3575 or 635-7948. (c3-1) 
September 1, 1978 
:OR SALE BY. OWNER 
2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
Flreplaces~ w w carpet, 
sundeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Banner St. To view call 635- 
6905 ~,, . . . . .  
I 
Home For Sale: 
One year old th ree  
bedroom home,  Walnut 
cabinets, .w to w carpets, 
with part ial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635-7367. 
2 bedroom home, finished 
basement, 2 bedrooms down, 
For Rent In Kalum Lk. Drive. 1 R1 area. Features rock 
bedroom furnished house front. Close to schools. 635- 
suitable for single. Phone 635- 7467 (p5.8) 
5874 or 635-5775. (p1-1) 
I I  I i i  
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments.  Secur i t  
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
638-1032 
ctf-f 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Liffle Avenue 
~leeplng rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen. 
trally located. ' Full) 
furnished. Reasonabh 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (eft) 
54. BUSINESS ,, 
PROPERTY 
I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace; e.c. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 alld 3 bedroorr 
3 bedroom home on the 
bench. Paved driveway. 
Enclosed garage. Good 
garden area. Phone 635.9277. 
(p10.14) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 11'/8, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
Choice Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
in front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
lanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
1976 t~nza. Phone 635.$588 
after 3 (c10.11) 
Truck: 1971 Ford F250, p.s., 
p.b., Heavy duty Sport 
custom. Low mileage good 
mechanical condition. Extra 
battery for camper 635.5048 
(p4-1) 
1974 Plymouth Read Runner. 
400 mag. C.W extras. 
Asking $4,000 or best offer. 
635-9523 after 5 (p5.2) • 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Truck V- ~ 
ton. 1 owner• Excellent 
cendltlon. Only 35,000 miles. 
Phone 635-2668 (cS.2) 
For Sale: 1978 Ford Fiesta. 
Brandnewcondltlon,0pen to 
offers. Phone632~S271 (c5-2) 
For Sale: 1974 Volkswagen 
Window Bus, 7 passenger, 
AM.FM radio, radial tires 
plus 2 winter, only 3S,000 
miles, very good = shape, 
priced for Immediate sale. 
Phone 632-58/J (c~.2) 
FOR SALE 
1975 Datsun pickup In ex. 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Winnebago canopy, 
new winter snow fires, radio, 
8.track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol. 635-9101 week- 
days, 9-S..638.9258 after 6 & 
weekends. (p4.6) 
1973 Chevy Nova, 350 custom 
hatchback. 49,000 miles. 
Phone 635.2303. (cS-5) 
1971 .Ford Taring, good 
running condition. Auto. 
Phone 635.6751. (c3-1) 
1967 4 x 4 Mercury. Phone 
635-6751. (c3-1) 
1973 Dodge Polara, 360, 1 
owner, good condition. Price 
$1,S00. Phone 635.3080. (pS-S) 
For sale 1968 Vauxhall. 635. 
2080. (p10.15) 
1972 MGB Sports Car, con- 
vertlble. $1,000 Phone 635-.7410. 
(p1-1) 
I I 
MOBILE H0"ME8 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O,A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510~ 
(etf 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
firepla"c"e near stores and 
s'ch'o~ts;~n private lot. Rent 
$255. i~'er month with option 
fi~i buy or purchase S9,500 
~en ~ t() offers. Will carry 
second morgage If nec. 
Pllone !12.762.4612. write 
,Joe Rgrke, Gen Del, Win. 
.fl~ld, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale - 1972 3.2 bedroom 
trailer, depending. Franklin 
.fire place, unfurnished. 
Completed 8' x 18' carpeted 
addition. Located In Thor. 
nhill. Price $6,500.. Call 635. 
9589, or 633.2455. 
For Sale: three 12'xS2", 2 
• bedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut. 
chlngs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 635-2660. (p20-1S) 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnls 
12x58 Trailer with Ox16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & wil l  sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 6~15- 
9750 or view at no. 10 5016 
Park Ave. 
FOR SALE: 12 x 64' mobile 
home, 2 bedrooms, furnished 
or unfurnished, fenced yard. 
with garden and shed. 
Located in Terrace trailer 
court. Phone 635.4639 week. 
days.. (p3.1) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
1974 Datsun 710 4 spd. 5 sum- promptly arranged • 
mar and 5 winter radials, an~,where In B.C. In. 
Radio, tape deck, good con- formation and references on 
dillon. Best offer. Phone 635. 
2084. (pS-8) request. J•D. Phillips 
suites for rent. Frldge :orner very___ . __ _ _ ,~,_reas°nable for Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, stove, drapes, carpet, rec :a~ so~,,e~rrms po~, ,~ 1965 Mercedes Benz. 22O gas 
area, sauna and pool table, ~o....e •. . . . - - - -  - - . - - - . . . . .  I" f ~- motor.$60Oorbestoffer. Phone Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
588.0411 days, or 585-1603 with security Interphone extras mosTly a t  u -  635-5707. (p1-1) evenings. (f) . 
land elevator. Absolutely ntsn.ea. _ . . . .  6"5 ~ ' 
|no pets. (c,tf) ~pply' . , .6.  ~r~-~0]7)"  1978 Mazda G.L. Delux in L 36VU aner p p . . . .  - '~ : - . .  . . . .  " ' : excellent condition Phone 635. 
~. ~, ",. ~,-  - .  ~-  ~ ~. ,~- "r " .' : . . . . ' .  • 5419 (.¢5-8) ' • i T .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
e ' '  ~9;~d~:mpe;ioZ::'Ch:~y/a~ For Sale. 1976 Starcraff tent 
'|110.4829 Straume. (cff) " | 2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can . . . . .  , , , , , ,  = , ,^ , , . ,  stove, with _ . . . . . . . . . .  pr,,~,o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fridge, trailer 
~ .; - -  .uesepara~eeTOl4UUTT..areas condition• Low mileage, furnace and canopy. Like 
in cno0ce iocaT=on on Lazene Asking $4200 or best offer new condition. Phone 635. 
KEYSTONE COURT Shopping Centre, Terrace, Phone 635-2444 ask for Doug• 3241. 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603. Scott. 
One, two and thre~ 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
Full t ime manager In 
residence. 
635-5224" 
(ctf) 
I 
MOVING, 
MUST SELL t 
Exceptional family home 
close to schools and shop- 
ping. Lge. sunken living 
room with fireplace, slldlng 
glass doors to covered patio. 
Lge Dining room with 
fireplace. Well cupboarded 
kitchen with built.in china 
cabinet in eating area. 4 
.IxIrm (1 down), 2 baths, mud 
room, rec room. Lge well. 
treed lot with green house, 
fruit trees and garden. 
Sacrifice price. 4840 Walsh 
635-3175. 
(cff.M.W.F.) 
For Sale: A beautiful 1316 
sq. ft. home... 
...ready for you to occupy. 
. wall to wall carpet "" 
. 2 - floor to ceiling 
fireplaces 
• 2V= bathrooms 
. fully landscaped 
.600 sq. ft. workshop ad. 
iacent to house 
• carport 
• located at 4738 Loen Ave., 
Terrace. Phone 635.2846 (c5. 
4) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, I
bathroom living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat. 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot Is 
suhdlvlded and can be sold 
separately; Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (p23.29s) 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635-4453. (ctf M & F: 
PRIME LOT • Thornhlll 
.District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder-956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeill, B.C. 
VON 2R0 (p8.may 12F) 
For Sale. Coffee Truck 
Business. Est. 5V2 years. 
Good potential. Phone 635. 
4350 after 4 p.m. (p 10.55) 
A well established busy 
Drycleanlng Plant will be 
sold to an ambitious person 
with a preference to being 
his own boss, who doesn't 
mind extra effort to make an 
above average Ilving. Ideal 
for working couple. 
Trained personnel on hand - 
well equipped . smoothly 
operating plant, located In 
thriving Fort St. John -this 
opportunity only comes 
once. 
Family and other business 
commitments only reason 
for selling. 
For further Information 
write Professional Cleaners, 
9920.104th St., Fort St. John, 
B.C. phone 785.2322. (c14.15) 
For Sale : Small sawmill 
powered by 37.5 kilowatt 
generator, AIIIs Chalmers 
Diesel Motor, Kltlmat 632- 
7429 (p4-1) 
r . . . . .  • 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635.9560 after 4 (c4.9) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran. 
chwagon, PS, PB, V8, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
Asking $1,800.00 Phone 630- 
1455 
or 635.4809 after 5. (c3-5) 
1976 Grand Prix SJ. Good 
condition, air conditioning, 
PS, PB, 455 cu. in. etc. 
Serious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10-23) 
'74 Toyota pick up long box. 
Good condition. Phone 635- 
2709 or 635.5115 ask for Jack. 
(p5-1) 
'78 Trans AM, all power AM 
radio with 8 track, 2600 km• 
Best offer or Trade with 4x4 
Wheel drive. Phone 635.5422 
after 5 p.m. (p-5-1) 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
dition. Call 635.6391 after 6, 
798.2567, ask for Bob. 
'73 Truck, 8' camper with 
jacks, and insulated canopy, 
V~ ton P. Up, PB PS, $2700 or 
best offer. 635.9440 
1972 Volkswagon 411. Good 
condition. Phone 635-7320 
after 6. (p5.1) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
area. 635.,1692 (cff-f) 
a 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on OUl 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of S2500 
appl'lcable. Expense pald 
fare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phone 
:ollect. 
~arker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
P35-5447 
[c!8-23) 
1973 Safeway Trailer, fur. 
nished or unfurnished 8 x 12 
heated Joey Shack. Set up In 
perk near schools. Phone 
635.9323. (pS.1) 
For Sale: 10' 
Caveman camper in ex- 
cellent shape $2,000 Phone 
635-9420 (p3-1) 
For Sale, 1975 10 ft. self. 
contained Motor home. 
Excellent concliflon. Air 
conditioned. For further 
details please phone 635.3211. 
(p3-1) 
Now In stock at Camper 
Landl 
1970 22' Mini-motor Home, 
Ideal for the family. With 
. bunk bed and large bath 
complete with tub. This unit 
has full winter package. 
Ideal for the skier or those 
who like to ski-dog. On 'a 
GMC chassis, teaturlng a 400 
engine; tilt stearlng, and 
cruise control. 
1970 20' Mini.motor home on 
Ford Chassis, air con- 
dltioning and cruise control 
with a 460 engine. This unit 
has rear kitchen, with large 
windows at back and sides. 
Also has full winter package. 
Come and have a look, we 
have what you want. 
5412 Highway 16 West. 
Dealer Llcence No. O00611A. 
(c5.8) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
C~ntre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RI~NOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
, -PAINTING : 
~ .~:t~t~one after 6: 
,~m 635.4094 
Incorporatel. $70.00p1 US filing 
tees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised Incorporation 
over the phone fastl Call 
5elf.Counsel Services toll 
tree, 11~.800.663.3007. 
Chargex and Mastercharge 
accep!ed. (ct f.th) 
Vanguard Mini.motor home. 
Completely self contained a. 
c. Low mileage. Phone 635- 
57O2 (p5-8) 
For Sale, veal calves and' 
Beef by the sides. Phone 635- 
7563 evenings. (p2.10,1) 
RECEIVERSHIP 
FORSALE BY 
TENDER 
Sealed tenders wi l l  be 
received by the un-  
darmentlened Receiver until 
2:00 o'clock in the afternoon 
on Friday, the 1Sth day of 
September, 1978 for the 
following assets en bloc: 
(a) Stock in trade • retail 
value $6,773 
(U) Store fixtures and 
equipment 
Bids must be accompanied 
by a deposit of a certified 
cheque payable to the 
Receiver In an amount equal 
to at least 15 percent of the 
amount bid and must be 
contained In a sealed en- 
velope clearly marked 
"Boychuk Enterprises Ltd. - 
Tender". 
The deposit will be returned 
to the bidder if the tender is 
not accepted• 
The highest or any tender 
will not necessarily he ac- 
cepted. 
Any deposit will be forfeited 
as liquidated amages by the 
bidder to the Receiver if the 
bid Is withdrawn at any time 
before receipt by the bidder 
of a notice from the Receiver 
advising the name of the 
successful candidate, If any, 
and any terms of the suc. 
cessful bid. 
Sales taxes are to be pald by 
the purchaser unless the 
[ '= 1 Invitation toTender 
Sealed Tendel's, marked 
Additions Smithers, B.C. No. 
1926 for Fish & wildlife 
Bolldlng will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m. local time the 
14th day of September 1978, 
and those available at .that 
time will be opened In public 
at British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4827 
Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G I K7• 
Tendering documents may 
NOTICE INFORMATION WANTED 
TO SETTLE 
MECHANICS' ' LIEN ACT, " ANESTATE 
section 42 
Take notice that two weeks Anyone knowing the 
after the publication of this whereabouts of the next of kin 
notice, Skeena Wood Products of Joseph Albert Su Ilvan who 
Ltd., will sell the followlng was born in the DIstrlct of West 
vehicle to recover monies due Ham, London, England on 17 
and owing by its owner for July 1898, son of Patrick 
parts and labour supplied by Sullivan and AIIc Sullivan (nee 
them: Warren) kindly contact:- 
VEHICLE: 1963 GLENDETTE PUBLICTRUSTEE, File No. 
Travel Trailer 720045 
Recj: No. No. 2014238, Attention: (Mrs.) H. Harman 
License No. No. 327 208 800 Hornby Street 
Serial No. No.1199 Vancouver, B.C. 
CANADA V6Z 2C5 
PERSON INDEBTED:  
William Howard Latimer 
be obtained at the above AMOUNT OWING: $613.87 
address after 9:00 a.m• on 
the 1st day of September PLACE OF SALE: 2907 Braun 
St~'eet, Terrace, b.C. 
1978. 
Tenders must be flledon the TIME OF SALE: Two weeks 
forms provided, in sealed, after publication of this notice. 
SKEENA WOOD PRODUCTS 
"clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender LTD. 
will not necessarily be ac- (c1.1) 
cepted. In 17th century Holland, the 
(c2-1) Some people once believed passion for tulips was so great 
NOTICE that mountains were formed a single root of one plantsold 
by an enormous under -  for the equivalent of about 
T 0 : R 0 B I N L Y N N ground serpent moving about• $1,500• 
SWAINSON and ~ "  
ALBERT SWAINSON 
late of Terra*ce,. British 
Columbia 
TAKE NOTICE that an 
action has been commenced 
against you in the Terrace 
Court Registry of the Supreme 
Court of Brillsh Columbia, 
1978, No• 35.70, by Ronald 
James Hick and Shella Ruth 
Hick of Terrace, British 
Columbia, in which the 
Petitioners claim for the 
cancellation of an Agreement 
for Sale. 
And that it has been ordered 
that the service of the Petition 
In the said action on you be 
effected by this advertisement. 
If you decide to defend the said 
action, you must within 
fourteen (14) days from the 
publication of this ad. 
vertlsement, Inclusive of the 
date of such publication, enter 
an appearance at 4506 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia. In default of such an 
appearance, Judgment may be 
entered against you. 
purchaser produces an 
exemptlen cerflflcete. OATEO at Terrace, British 
Columbia, this 24 day of 
August, 1978. 
(c2,1,8) 
TAKE OVE R CG'RRENT 
STOCK. 
PHON E 635-4373 
1978 Datsuns On Display At 
00FPER MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISE t LTD, 
3026 HWT, 16 EAST 
USED STOOK 
n • , 
1974, Ford Tormo 4 Door 
V8 Auto, P.S•, P.B., Radio $229§ ,° 
' 1973  Pont iac  Cata l ina  H ,T ,  
'48, auto, p.s., p.b. $1996" 
1970 Dodge Monaco H.T. 
VO, auto, p.s., p.b. $7~ee 
1973 Buick LaSabre 4 Door 
V8 Auto, P.S., P.B., Rad io  $14W8 
The purchaser of the assets 17' Boat with 50 H.P .  
must (a) make Evinrude Motor & Trailer $1898 m 
arrangements with the 
landlord to lease the 
premises and carry on 8 Foot  Security $179P 
business there, or (b) 
'" :~• ,, , .With Fridge, Stove, Heater, and Jacks remove.the said assets from . (),,, u)| the mt.afle.~t gu~.'. ~ In ' "  L: 'l:. ~ " 
the pren~'lSes'.by $epter~l:~'f ..... lit. x' ~,'rhT'." ~ "ih'~ ;'•" 'h'~t;=u/a,h" "~. . . . . . . . .  • " - ~ . . . . . . .  
30, 1978 at h s own expe'-dSe.~.- ,r(,~riel,r who goe~ around PHONE 6:)5-4373 Dealer Llcence Number 00605A 
I '  m 'h  D ig  the  tvuhr~st~-~. . l ip .~ .  
Tenders will be accepted on 
the besls that the purchaser 
has Inspected the assets and 
that no warranty or con- 
dltlen is expressed or can be 
implied as to description, 
cenditlon, size, quality, or In 
any manner whatsoever. 
The vendor reserves the 
right to withdraw from the 
sale any assets at any time if 
he receives evidence that 
they may not be the property 
of Boychuk Enterprises Ltd. 
Bids received will be ad. 
lusted by negotiation upon 
withdrawal of any assets. 
The assets may be vlewed at 
the company premises on 
Highway 16A ai0proxlmately 
one mi le  outside Prince 
George, B.C. from 9:00 a.m. 
until 12:00 "o'clock noon on 
Friday, the 8th day of Sep- 
tember, 1978. 
Further Information may be 
obtained by contacting 
either Bill Mouris or Murray 
Mawhlnney at the address 
listed below• 
Sealed tenders must be 
forwarded to the address 
show below. 
Gardner, McDonald Ltd. 
Receiver 
No. 601.280 Victoria Street 
Prince George, G.C. 
563.1581 
I .-'.= 1 / 
invitation to Tender | 
Sealed Tenders, marked Re- 
roofing and Flashing 
Terrace, B.C. No. 94-113 for 
Ministry of Highways 
Garage will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time the 14th 
day of September 1978, and 
those avallable at that time 
wlll be opened In publlc at 
British Columbla Bulldlngs 
Corporation, 4527 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VBG IK7. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the Ist day of September 
1978. Tenders must be filed 
on the forms provided, In 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. The lowest or any 
Tender wlll not necessarlly 
be accepted. 
(C2-1) 
*i!:~.:.::::::::::::::~::~;:;:.~.:..:.:::::.~.~:~:~:~:~::.:~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::~:::.~;:. :;:;:':;:. ' ' ' ':':' ' iii t 
tl B.us,ness !ii 
iij "= Not lusted in our !ii 
B,C. Tel Direotory. i!ii 
• " i '~ J1  AURORA ANIMAI~ HOSPITAL-"$-204~, ili 
We,res .oo .uNo ,o.....o. "-- '  
ill [./sted :c:::,:,,,, til 
Here/ Free. for ONE month courtesy of THE DAILY HERALD 
,,,o. wis,,o.r--in--.,-- 636 6367 listed for your customers please call i 
. • . . . . . . .  o .e . ,  • • . . . . .  4oe.eoe.e.e.e.e-•-e.o-•-e.e-o.e-o-e-,-e-e.ev•-e.o••.•-e-e••.e••-o.e.e.e.•.e•e•o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~:~:.:~:.~.~.~:~;~;;~.~.~.~•~•~•~.~.~•~:~:~:•~;~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~:~:~`.~.~:~:~.~; 
TERMINAL 
(636-3H0) 
Paroel Piokup & Delivery 
Paokaps & Par"Is 
Ohairs - Roolinon - End Tables. 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitohon & Uvi  Room) 
Beds & Box Sprinp 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRI6'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
~ m m ~ u m  
District of Terrace Only 
! , 
l 
Oro==wor  By Eugene S //er 
THE HERALD, Friday, September 1, 1978, Page I I  
Your Individual .... 
l i e~0roscoste  2 Other 17 Miracle city • - ' .  / -  
• (La t . ) "  19 Cain's land 
3 Dissolve ~ ltigh, in  
, 
ACROSS 
1 vacation 
area ~ 
S Toddler 
8 Sacred 
image 
13 Table 
spread 
13 Time of life 
14 Source of 
poi 
IS Rivulet 
16 Calms down 
IS Afternoon 
show 
20 Long-ago 
song hit 
zl m~h hm 
22 Cuckoo 
23 Contended 
N A soothing 
remark 
30 Selenm 
wonder 
31 Cereal grass 
3Z Exchange 
vows 
23 A p(~ter 
M Greek letter 
23 I~tod 
39 Female ruff 
40 Actress: 
Mary- 
t2 
t5 
is 
@NN 
Z5 24 ts 
3o 
NNN 
40 41 42 
41 
5o 
53 
43 European 
chestnuts 
41 Table item 
49 -- fixe 4 Prim and music 
50 Channel proper . 23 Surpass_ 
island 5 Slender 24 Bird 
(Br.) candle • 23 Climbing 
51 Top pilot 6 Stare vegetable 
5~ Kind of rudely • 26 CushiOn 
, miss 1 Social ' 2'/Ham's mate 
53 Greek affair 23 Entreat 
letters 8 Style of 29 Harem roo~ 
54 One of the type 31 Table scrap. 
seas 9 Roman 34 They tell. 
55 Voided . patriot time 
escutcheon 10 Biblical 35 French 
DOWN name fiver 
1 Eulblike 11 Facial 36 Poet's word 
stem feature 3'/Kind of 
,fnncesDrake 
lPDR I~RIDAY, SgPTEMEPJt 
What kind of day will 
tomlm~w be? Toflnd out what 
the. stars say, read the 
forecast.given fur your birth 
S~u. 
39 Appraised 
40 Churchpart 
41 Lath 
4Z Saarlett's 
home . 
40 Staffer 
office 
44 German. 
river 
45 Actress: 
Patricla - -  
Average soluUon time: 24 min. 
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~ IR IA IR IE IE IF IS iE IP t  t I 
~.INITI ~ mc!o!~m~!L!A!s! 
7-13 40 Withered 
Answer to yostorday's puzzle. 48 Deface 
15 
J'9 I 
='1.1 
~'  
3811 
I@ 
~,  
26 
43 
, 18 
m~°l  
"11  
I I  
@" I" 
i~'l I 
I I  
9 :10 
CRVPTOQUIP 
32 
I@@ 
44 45  q6 
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C 'AS  
i 4m ,,k.,,.L LAI(ELS| PIIARMAOY m.ms  
! FLY n PELL4 r, TO rS, V  LASS S, 
| and p~ompt t prescription ser~ic~;s ........... I 
the AMAZING 5PIDER-MAN~ By Stan Lee and John Romita 
KLi~ 'F_A4 WHILE ,. ,~_.~ 'THE SPOT, / I g~ '~. ~,tNk\l  III " / / / / / / / / / '~ l ;  . . . .  ,~.J~NOW,44OVO/~ IT! THEY'~ l 
ARIES ,p~ 
(Mur. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Oppceltlon from someone 
elooe can delay aodon in a 
matter that ealls for your 
sensitive handling. Try not to 
beput off. 
TAuRus 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Opportunity for ad. 
vencement could be mimed if 
you are not paying attention to 
present bus/neso. Keep those 
eyes open, especially now. 
(May 22 to June 91) 
If yon plan ahead, you can 
be ready for an uneapected 
offer of anoutin~or excursion. 
It's a venture you will want o 
cANc x 
(June 22 to July 23) 
~ts  of an old 
cause you qualms, but don't be 
afraid to try to mend fence. 
Just be honest in your actions. 
LEO 
2, to 22) 
Huncrs that came emdly 
m~ht require rmpamibtiity 
on your part, particularly If
some rellgioun ceremony was 
involved in the relationship 
with the person who now calls 
on you. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept 231 
If you consider this a down 
day, it is time to pick yourself 
up. Your mental outlook Is 
most l/kely what is causing 
you trouble. 
(Sept, 24to ~ 
lmaslnation and orlsinailty 
are the routes to aucceea 
~e~tlenal' but lay to balance your 
reaponso~ if you 
uncsanter oppodtlun. 
SCORPIO MII ~ '1 _
24 to Nov. 22) 
~. YOU. ~d]~Y 'h~l' ve _to £81"6 to  
get anywhere today. In- 
difference can only lead to 
fatlure whether in career or 
personal dealings. 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 
Yot~ have second thoughts 
about 'a course of attire, so 
pay a,ttontion to them and 
remember that when in doubt,' 
don'U 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 2O) 
Take a second look at 
agreements you are ready to 
make. Those that show the 
least promise might deserve 
further consideration before 
the decision is final. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~=~'~ 
The cooperation f others is 
vital to your current plans, so 
don't be too uggrseaive in 
trying to force the issue. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Educational activities are 
especially favored now along 
with any involvement in 
politics. It's a generally good 
day. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
stro~ shoulder that people 
are fend of crying ca. That is 
because yon are particularly 
sympathetic and a good 
lintener, But don't neglect 
9our own needs. You are in- 
telligent and artistic, and 
should pursue u career that is 
challenging as well as 
creative. The theater, music, 
desi~n~, teaching are all 
favored fields. 
©1978 King Features Syndicate. lne. 
FOR SATURDAY, SF2PT" 
EMBER ~, 1978. 
• What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
~II .  ' 
ARIES 
YOU ere in the mood to go off 
on taugentm end to ignore 
present affairs Just when 
more attention is called for. 
Dun't let yourself down this 
way. 
TAUSUS 
(Apr. 21 to May ~.1) 
, Your intuition tolls you that 
q familiar situation requL,~ 
speeinl handling to keepyou 
out of a tight spot, but don t let 
your action be made in haste. 
(May 22 to June 21) f f  
An unusual idea could spark 
a new approach to career 
matters. Ti~ Is a day to e=- 
B.C .  
I ~S~D AWA~ H~W ~ ,  
. . . . . . . . .  7.11,7/ 
by Johnny 
CATFISH, 
t 
Ill - -  I ~ I 
'~ ~,"~ ~ . , 
I 
_ 3 ~..~;/ ~ _  I 
DOONESBURY • by Garry Trudeau 
ICWJAT AHXWA BC.SB I U~m.  "ZS,OU~ ]Isr~o~u~o~y~"rMA,II~~o~. I 
I ~ -  7~. :Y  I I ~vt6~r~,soT~-r ~v.., I I __~_P~___~_ TAL;t~. I IE~_--.,~,-~. zoo.. I 
W00DENNZCKEI~. - .~.,, -, ~ o , / .~  .. / . ,~ ................. 
TodaY;SCryptoqulpclue: CequaisO 0 ~ ~:':~" ~ ~ ,! " '~  , ,  ~ ~, . , , . . . .  ! 
~ cr~.~ ts u .~m~ so~u~ .~.. ~ ~ which ~Q ...,:.,=, .: -~ ' ," .': ~ ' ,, ~ . . . . . .  ~ ~:~ ~' 
letter used stands for another. If you thJn~ ma~ x equam )u~x. 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short wo , 
and words using an apostrophe can give you elves to loeatiug 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
©1978 K ing  Features  Synd icate .  Inc .  
pand your business contacts in with many Virgeaus, you can 
a well-planned manner, guide others without ap- 
(June 22 to July 23) thus you are easily followed. 
Keen competition will not You never take yourself too 
dlsceuruge you because of seriously, but a fear of failure • TH= WSZA~D OF SD by n~t  p~i,~ -.,~ ao~ h,m 
your confidence in your own does at times slow your 
ability. Make the best of your progress. The best of many 
many fine talents, fields is yours fur the striving, 
but eny  with  e.O, 
(July 24 to Aug. 22) writing, acting, painting, is 
Smaller advances may be especially favored. 
more rewardin~ than one ©1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
giant leap forward. The 
fooling may be ~uror and the FORSUNDAY, SEPT- 
demands more easily met. EMBER 3,19/8 
VIRGO IIp~b, What kind of day wlil' 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) tomorrow he? To find out what 
Look for. ~omeo~e outside the stars say, read. the 
your normal circle of friends forecast given for your birth 
to help with a venture, but Sign. 
make certain that there is a similarity of outlook. ARIF_~ i l~ l~ with family and friends, and prove fruitless ince you are 
LIBRA J rL~ (Mar. 21 to Apr. 23) put old quarrels out of your not in the mood to take any 
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) Keep your head as thooo mind. Others should come advice. As usual, you'll live 
Self.discipline is me of your around you become concerned around with a little con- and learn. )~ 
stro~cst traits, and It should over events. Their distrac- siderate treatment. PISCES 
be used now to overcome lions can only impede your SCORPIO I ~  (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Stars indicate some activity 
present endencies toward progress in working out a (Oct. 24to Nov. 22) 
lethargy end inertia, solution. A project hat you initiated along romantic lines, and it 
SCORPIO j ~  TAURUS U ~  threatens to bog down unless could very well be an old 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) (Apr. 21 to May 21) you continue to give it your flame who is the contact. 
Not the time to irritate A unique idea can be attention. Think over the 
others without ami~le reason, developed with Just the in -  details and ways to smooth Its YOU BORN TODAY are optimistic and •have a 
It may be bettor to~ldup un splringtouchthatonlyyouean~veit.Hesvyspending should SAGITTARIus°perati°n" ~.  generally happy outlook on By Abigail Van Buren 
declsio~ and wait fur udded 3t~ life. Depression "is not a © 1|?0 by ChlCa00 TrIIM~e'N.Y. Hewn 8ynd. I~c' 
factors to appear, not be included. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) normal part of your makeup. 
SAGITrARKIS .~) GEMINI d~ Distribute your energies as ~ti~ is because you. enjoy 
(Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) :~ ~ (May 22 to June ~.1) IX changes, the order of the day, ~tactwith other people. ~on 
A discussion of ambitious, Money matters tompt you to occur around you. Avoid ~,an  appreciation for the DEAR ABBY: I've never seen this problem in. print 
goals, pisns and ideas fur the take a chance, and If your ar&qunents where finesse will ~ and the foreign, both of before, but you have no idea how much it means to Utoee °f 
future can be held with judgment is as good as usual, help achieve your ends. na who are faced with it. ~f~ which inspire you. to travel My husband thinks his car is e plaything. It is 
associates fur a lung-torm you might well come out a CAPRICORN and make any career with unbelievable how immature he becomes when he gets 
benefit, winner. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) " Status quo should be international influences behind the wheel. 
' I  ' CANCER ~l~ maintained in mo~t situations particularly favored. En- For example, hell pick out a car on the road and try to CAPRICORN ~ ~ ~ (June 22 to July 23) (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) tertainment, law and other '~race" with it. Or he'll drive with no hands on the wheel, 
Do not take any action in a Your patience in a matter until circumstances clarify preaslug situation until you Involving romance will be themselves, and act with outgoing occupations will and steer with his KNEES. Or if he sees a pedestrian 
are certain you have all the rewarded. You can give the reserve where situations force satisfy as well. Try to avoid slowly crossing the street, he'll speed up and aim his car neglecting old acquaintances right at him and stop abruptly to "scare" !~.  He also tries 
facts because u mistake situation a gentle nudge decisions. cannot be easily undone, without arousing resentment. AQUARIUS , .~ ,~ in pursuit of new ones. tote frightonthem without°ther actuallydrivers bYhittingSeeingthem.hOw BelieveCl°se heme,Can we'veC°me 
AQUARIUS . ~  LEO j ~  (Jan. 21 to Feb, 19) ~u~8 rang Fentur. Syndleate, the, had some pretty close calla. 
(Jan. ~1 to Feb. 19) (July24 to Aug. 23) Drawn out discussions He even does these thins when our three 
Reading between the lines Tendencies are generally impreeslonable youngsters are in the car, and they seem 
und examining the fine print toward impulsiveness, so be  . _ . . . . .~(  , ~ /v ,~ ~- . ' . . , /~  ":~-~---.i enjoyit, lf l say one word to him, he flies into a rage, ool 
are called for on a day that on guard. Act only after ~ - / ' ~ . . ~ , ~  o~:~,~({,y~.~/_.=~-.-I just sit there and tremble in silence. 
shouldbe profitable. An considerable thought on [ ~  ~l{~.p  =~"-  ~--~'~,~t~,'~."-=-_.TJ Can you help me?. 
un .expectsd discovery may he anything that can be called a --~=~.,~ --; / :,. ~ . . . . .  . SHOW OFF'S WIFE 
mane. scheme. : ~-~- 
PISCES K ~  VIRGO I~L  In old Burma it wm believed.man was created from DEAR WIFE: I f  the moat you can do k "tremble" when 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) (Aug. 24 to SepL 22) pumpkins, your husband risks the lives of ~ landly--m w¶ll as his 
There may be a shuffling of Stick to your guns, own and str=ngers'-you hsve a blgger promem ,,,an you 
your duties and respon- especially if educational L .~~,~ , ~ ~ ~-  - 
sibillties, but accept them matters are inv°lved, and ~ ' ~ - ~ ' ~ : ~ " ~ ' ~ ~ ~  tld~kdl th" tre(!qe "vtsi~q of 7our I°ed P°Uoe d'par tm'nt 
grace~ully and yQu maY be d°n't be hothered wlth °ffhaat t ~ ~ ' ~ / ~ !  and repart the uoob. Glve them bl- e ll~ase number' .andtb._e 
please(L routes that will lead you . "~ ~esc~iptlon f his ear, and let them know apl~o-,,,,=~iy 
nowhere. . when and where they can find him. Of course; they can't 
YOU BORN TODAY are an LIBRA .JDl.~'e~ Over 1600 languages and dialects are spoken in India, touch him until they catch im beeddng the law, but ff be 
open and frlendly.per.~,n wi~ (Sept. 24 to.Oct. 23) drives as you asy he does, they'll seen nab him. 
qualifies of leaoermLo. ~ Tact is called for in dealing 
i! 
L 
7. 
i 
/ 
!! 
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Texas woman sentenced  to, death 
after hiring father's "killer 
WHARTON, Texas (AP) 
- -  A 3S-year-old woman 
convicted of hir ing her 
father's killer has been 
sentenced to die by an in- 
jeetion of sodium pentothai. 
If she is executed, Mary 
Lou Anderson will be the 
first woman ever to die 
under Texas's present 
capital punishment laws. 
Trainees 
beaten 
FORT DIX, N.J. AP - Five 
U.S. Army drill sergeants 
here face court martial on 
charges of threatening and 
physically abusing 22 
trainees lnstmonth. 
,he five sergeants are 
accused of 65 counts of 
mistreating the trainees 
during basic training bet- 
ween July 20 and July 31, 
officials said. 
One sergeant - S. Sgt. 
Robert Collins, 26, of 
Pomona, Ms.- was charged 
with , 18 counts of 
maltreatment • 
A few hours after Ms. 
Anderson was convicted 
Tuesday, the state court jury 
of nine men and three 
women ordered her to die. 
Formal sentencing will be 
Sept. 8. 
Ms. Anderson was accused 
of hiring Faryl Granger, 29, 
of Lafayette, La., to kill her 
father so she could collect a 
$5,000 insurance policy tha 
connonnttt t ataai aiiaiii i 
hie indemnity clause. 
Fort Bend County At- 
torney Bill Meitzen said Ms. 
Anderson, who has been a 
prostitute most of her life, 
needed the money to make 
restitution on $6,000 in bad 
cheques and thus avoid a jail 
sentence. 
Granger is to stand trial 
later on a charge of capital 
murder. 
The bodies of Steve and 
Margie Anderson were found 
in their home Jan. 3. An- 
derson had been shot three 
times in the head at close 
range. His wife, Ms. An- 
derson's step-mother, was 
shot five times in the head. 
The last woman sentenced " The conviction was over- 
to death was Carolyn Ann turned four hours before she 
Lima, convicted in 1061 of was to die. Her sentence 
the murder of Houston real later was reduced to 15 
estate salesman Fred Tones. years. 
AIIthe 
HONDAS 
arehexe. 
Test ddve a Hondatoday at 
, j  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 14 
I Terrace, B.C. VOG 1L8 
638-8171 
]E-][OZMI)JtL Dealer Licence Nu tuber 020~6A 
BUSIHESS DIRECTORY 
of extra oarninp in your spare time 
Be a Fullerette 
No experience is required. 
Enjoy this pleasant way to earn additional 
income in the hours you choose. 
FOR DETAILS  CALL: JOAN PETRE 
638-8392 No.49-462§ Graham 
The House of Fuller , 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
CANAVENTURE 
MERCURY . t.at. Y AMAHA. 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) . 
' Hours: Man. - Sat. 8-~ 
=~,.~ . .  , Dealer Llcence ~A,. ,~ ,~ 
quqo  urelg Number 02013A O~'lO-O=d[~ 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
. " SER¥1H6 TERRACE & KITIMAT 
, e~ SERVICE ON ALl- 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
• ~ e  Warrenty Depot for 
• I IO~ - Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. O a.m. - $ p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
BANQUETS PAR~' IES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POL ICHEK J .y .  PAUL 
PHONE 63S .S683 PHONE •35 .9252 
INSURED 
• .PHIELIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL  • I.tI-I~.-IJSTRIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of Cleaning 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
R.R. 2 N. EBY, LEH PHILLIPS 
Tel. 635-3453 i TERRACE. B.C. MlU~O~.R 
i 
R E iTU, 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Man. - Sat, g-6 
IN@l= " /A1  "1/ 4946 Greig Avenue 
gt lu ' /q l  I Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES"  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: wooo 
BRAD REESE " ~ /  ABINETS A~EA .ANAOER IRk 
S69 • STH AVENUE e l i  1~ 
PR INCE GEORGE. B.C. V21. 3K5  (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1480 ,," 
RES. 562 .2281 FREE EST IMATE~ 
i 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-8195 
ANSWERING,  
PAGING,  
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING " 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG 1V5 
ii 
" CHARTER: ~ ,/ SUZUKI Motorcycles_~,~_. and DEEP SEASAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, accessories in stock HOW! Full Equipped i 
~ ~  Learn to Water Ski at i ' 
Lakelse Lake. . 
Reasonable Rates 
~ " ~ .  ~ Boats for Sale i 
Fertile Equipment Sales Ltd. MERMAID YACNTSALES& CHARTERS I 
4441 Lakelse635.6384 ! Phone 798.22M J 
Dealer No. 01249A.; , SUZTiJ~I GOES THE DIST~NCE. at WaterLily Bay Resort J 
' £H  " " "  ":" ' ~'~'~ 
,, Yelb~head Fire Prolk~,flma and 
Ready-Mzx 635493 
6OBORETE 4434 I.. l~.r I.$E AVE. .,V.,E,,V,S,,GA,O, 
. . . . . . . . . .  TERRACE,  6.C. 
4635 LAZELLE AVEN~JE 
PROD. PHONE (604) 635.3863 CUSTOM CONCRETE TERRACE. O.C OR (604)635"3861 
V8G 3N5 
Sand, Cresol, Drain Rook 
Gall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
HARDWARE STORES 
i m m R ~ m ~, 
GORDON 
AHD 
AHDERSON, 
 G'UIDE 
| =-=, ,  =-="- -A l l  l~tinEs = == ublj :oilt : : : : : :E le  :Jut: 0lUnt niouti::i il, in  in , i l iUm, 
Saturday, September2 5 p,m, to midnight 
145 
6 145 
145 
145 
1 1 :o: 
• i .  as-- 14s 
KING 
(NBC) 
Journey to 
Adventure 
News 
cont'd 
animal 
World 
Wild 
Kingdom 
The Gong 
Show 
Mariner Baseball 
~eattle Mariners 
VS 
New York  
Yankees 
in 
New York 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
News 
News 
Saturday 
Night Live 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Sunday, September S 
:45 
:45 
Mariners 
Baseball 
NFL Football 
Oakland Raiders 
VS 
Denver Broncos 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd ' ' 
Explorers 
cont'd 
Great American 
Met the 
Press 
News 
cont'd 
Jack Patera 
Show 
Castaway 
World 
of 
Disney 
Con 't 
Project 
UFO 
Con't 
Con't 
I - - - - - -  
The Big 
Event 
"Police 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Impossible 
cont'd 
cont'd 
News . 
Outdoor 
Education 
One Day 
at a Time 
No Honestly 
cont'd 
Super Special 
'Une Soiree 
Canadienne from 
Paris' 
Saturday Night 
Movie 
'Lies My 
Father Told Me' 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
The National 
Night Final 
The Late 
Show 
'To All My 
Friends on Shore' 
Bill Cosby 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Wide 
World 
of 
Sport 
News Hour 
cont'd 
Show 
Biz 
The Bionic 
Woman 
cont'd 
cont'd 
New Avengers 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
formance 
'The New 
Maverick' 
Jack Kelly 
cont'd 
cont'd 
News 
The Late 
Show 
Liberty' 
James Caan 
Marsah Mason 
Music 
to See 
Summer Countr'y 
Canada 
Sports 
Special 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Special 
cont'd 
Hymn 
.Sing 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Reach for 
the Top 
World 
of 
Disney 
cont'd 
~=~mi  a=~mmmmm= 
The Beach- 
combers 
Rhoda 
cont'd 
Kensington 
All in 
the Family 
cont'd 
cont'd 
i t  he Wolf 
Winters 
Star 
Trek 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Sunday Theatre 
'Goodnight, My 
Love' 
Richard Boone 
Barbara Bain 
cont'd 
Horst Koehler 
Show 
Question 
Period ___  
Untamed 
World 
Capitol 
Comment 
News Hour 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Nancy 
Drew 
Mysteries 
cont'd 
Project 
U.F.O. 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Godfather 
Saga 
Part 8 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Once Upon 
a Classic 
:Almanac 
cont'd 
Damlen 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont°d 
cont'd 
The Belle 
of Amherst 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
The Two 
Ronnles 
Saturday Night 
Movie 
'Yon Ryan's 
Frank Sinatra, 
Trevor Howard 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Great 
Performances 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Wilder, Wilder 
b c o n t ° ~  
Black 
Perspective 
German 
Soccer 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Harry S. Truman 
cont'd 
cont'd 
.cont'd 
Old Friends, 
New Friends 
Evening 
at 
Pops 
cont'd 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
'The Mayor 
of Casterbridge' 
('HAR(;FX 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd, 
, •!' 
cont'd I ~ '  :45 l Story" ~ cont'd.__~~ 
d A :~ Con;t cont'd CTV Inquiry Wodehouse 
J I I l i i~ I Con't cont'd cont'd Playhouse 
J 1 1 1 :30 J Can't ' cont'd cont'd World War I 
I J L  V : 45 I Can't cont'd cont'd cont'd 
• ~ ~ The Na l iona '~ ' - -~ '~ CTV New"--""~ " "  Sunday Even in '~~'~ ' 
I 1 1 :1~, News Night News Hour News 
I 1 1 130 I=ive Star Final Final Eyewitness News 
I . J -  ~l .  ":45 Movie The Late Show cont'd 
~ 'She Waits' The Late Show :vv .. Man and Jl 7 :ii15 aa WomanWoman Lew A rosy '21 Hours , I The Last '
Patty Duke-Astln J ln Munich ,'Survivors' 
J r i l l  ~ :45 William Holden J 
WITH SEAL-A-MEAL I I /  
• ...............2..3', 9 5 
~aln l lRn i i l l i a l  i i  
